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Abstract
On the Design of Optimal Noise Matching Networks for
a Class of Multi-Mode Antennas
R. J. Kenned
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Box X1, Matieland 7602.
Dissertation: PhD
December 2019
In modern times, Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO and Multiple-Input-
Single-Output (MISO receivers have commonly been implemented using cou-
pled antenna arrays. This holds many advantages, including but not limited 
to, increased channel capacity, decreased mechanical size and weight, ease of 
operation and maintenance and reduced cost. A large body of theory exists 
on the properties and eﬀects of mutually coupled radiating structures and the 
diﬀerences exhibited compared to single radiating structures.
This project investigates the use of impedance matching to achieve improve-
ments in the output Signal-to-Noise Ratio of such coupled antenna arrays as 
they are scanned over angle. As an array is scanned over angle, the optimal 
source impedance for noise matching will vary. This project deﬁnes an ap-
proximation method for the varying optimal impedance, chooses ﬁxed points 
either based on the varying impedance or coverage of the surface area of the 
Smith chart, and considers previously presented methods in literature for op-
timum impedance selection. The calculated performance is then numerically 
optimized. The methods are applied to a novel Quad Mode Antenna as well as 
a standard Four Monopole Array as control, so that conclusions on the SNR 
improvement ability of the Quad Mode Antenna can be drawn.
In order to perform the approximation and numerical optimization, reﬁne-
ments to the theoretical models available in literature were made and a soft-
ware based model constructed in MATLAB. A simulated model in ADS was 
also made to serve as conﬁrmation of the values calculated by the reﬁned
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model. The models are seen to agree with each other.
The degree of similarity of receiver responses over implementation criteria for a
given antenna array is quantitatively and qualitatively discussed at the hands
of the Structural Similarity Index, an image processing technique. Secondary
considerations for the selection of a matching criteria is discussed. Conclusions
on the degree to which the Quad Mode Antenna lends itself to SNR improve-
ment are drawn at the hand of the comparative improvements in the Four
Monopole Array. Conclusions on the improvement of output SNR through the
proposed methods are also drawn and discussed subject to the two cases for
which the methods were implemented.
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Uittreksel
Aangaande die Ontwerp van Optimale Ruis
Aanpassingsnetwerke vir `n Klas van Multi-Modus
Antennas
(On the Design of Optimal Noise Matching Networks for a Class of Multi-Mode 
Antennas)
R. J. Kenned
Department van Elektriese en Elektroniese Ingenieurswese,
Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602.
Proefskrif: PhD
Desember 2019
In moderne tye word MIMO en MISO ontvangers alom deur gekoppelde an-
tenna samestellings geimplementeer. Hierdie implementasie behels verskeie 
voordele, insluitend verhoogde kanaal kapasiteit, verlaagde megansiese grootte 
en gewig, maklikheid van operasie en onderhoud en verlaagde koste. `n Be-
duidende hoeveelheid teorie bestaan aangaande die eienskappe en eﬀek van 
wedersyds gekoppelde stralende strukture en die verskille wat dit toon teenoor 
enkelstaande stralende strukture.
Hierdie projek ondersoek die gebruik van impedansie aanpassing om verbe-
tering van die uittree Sein-tot-Ruis verhouding van sulke gekoppelde antenna 
samestellings te bereik, soos dit oor hoek geskandeer word. Soos die same-
stelling oor hoek geskandeer word sal die optimale bronimpedansie vir ruis 
aanpassing varieer. Hierdie projek deﬁnieer `n benaderingsmetode vir die va-
rierende optimale impedansie, kies vaste punte eerder gebasseer op die va-
rierende impedansie of dekking van die oppervlakarea van die Smithkaart en 
oorweeg voorheen voorgestelde metodes in literatuur vir optimale impedansie 
seleksie. Die berekende gedrag word dan numeries geoptimiseer. Die metodes 
word toegepas op `n nuwe Quad Mode Antenna sowel as `n standaard Four 
Monopole Array as kontrole, sodat gevolgtrekkings oor die SNR verbeterings-
vermo'e van die Quad Mode Antenna getrek kan word.
iv
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In orde om die benadering en numeriese optimisering uit te voer was ver-
fynings aan die beskikbare teoreties modelle bygebring en `n sagtewaremodel
in MATLAB geskep. `n Gesimuleerde model was ook in ADS geskep om as
bevestiging te dien vir die waardes bereken deur die verfynde model. Die mo-
delle word gesien om ooreen te stem met mekaar.
Die graad van eendersheid tussen die ontvanger response oor implementasie
kriteria vir `n gegewe antenna samestelling word kwantitatief en kwalitatief
bespreek aan die hand van die Structural Similarity Index, `n beeldproses-
seringstegniek. Sekondêre oorwegings vir die seleksie van aanpassingskriteria
word bespreek. Gevolgtrekkings aangaande die graad waartoe die Quad Mode
Antenna dit self aan SNR verbetering toeleen word getrek aan die hand van
ooreenstemmende verbeteringe vir die Four Monopole Array. Gevolgtrek-
kings aangaande die verbetering van uittree SNR deur die voorgestelde meto-
des word ook getrek en bespeek, onderhewig aan die twee gevalle waarop die
metodes geimplementeer is.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
In the modern scientiﬁc landscape, focus has fallen upon the implementation
of large antenna arrays instead of singular, massive structures, as arrays have
many advantages over their singular counterparts [1]-[2]. The radiation and
receiving properties of antenna arrays have been widely investigated [3] and
have become well known and commonplace for electronic engineering use. Due
to the fact that many small elements can be combined to form a large receiver,
the need for massive structures requiring enormous machinery and support
structures, that are heavy and diﬃcult to operate, has diminished. The cost
of many, small elements can also be controlled better than that of one large
element. The beneﬁts seem in abundance. It is however so, that multiple
radiating elements placed in proximity to each other will experience mutual
coupling that has to be accounted for.
This opens a complete ﬁeld of study into the eﬀect that mutual coupling has on
the properties of radiating structures, such as antenna arrays, [4], [5]. It is im-
perative to attempt to quantify the diﬀerences between an uncoupled element
and its coupled counterpart as there are similarities but also subtle diﬀerences.
Even though the diﬀerences may be small, the margin for error in the calcula-
tions is even smaller, considering the scale of the quantities that are concerned.
A considerable amount of eﬀort has been spent in literature on describing
and quantifying the eﬀects of coupling, and the body of knowledge is suﬃ-
cient to describe the eﬀects of coupling well enough that engineers can have
an understanding of the potential impact of coupling on various system prop-
erties, considerations and applications. These include among others, active
element beam pattern, antenna element terminal phase deviation, directivity
of antenna arrays, self- and mutual impedance, decorrelation of elements for
MIMO systems, practical techniques for multiport coupling network design and
1
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loss of visibility in interferometic radiometers due to coupling, linear multiport
network noise analysis, as well as techniques to mitigate the eﬀects to a certain
extent[6]-[10]. An area of research which has in recent years gained much in-
terest, is that of the inﬂuence of mutual coupling on the noise performance of
antenna arrays. In uncoupled systems, well-developed design techniques and
analysis theory exist. For coupled systems however, available theory assumes
many approximations and idealities in order to make the problems tractable.
It has lately, especially in astronomy projects such as the Square Kilometer
Array (SKA), become of utmost importance that extreme measures are taken
to ensure a system noise performance that adheres to strict limitations, as sys-
tem sensitivity becomes crucial. This necessitates that new models and design
techniques be created for noise analysis and mitigation.
Because of the ambiguities and uncertainties in the analysis, description and
mitigation of system noise for coupled systems, a signiﬁcant amount of work
has been done in order to improve the understanding of such system properties
and developing techniques to aid the synthesis and design of systems which
consider noise performance an important outcome. The work done on the topic
of multiport noise formulation through the use of noise matrices go as far back
as 1959, [11] by Haus and Adler, who proposed an impedance matrix formula-
tion as well as a lossless impedance matrix transformation formulation. They
also set forth an impedance formulation for the characteristic-noise matrix and
developed a canonical representation of linear noisy networks and transforma-
tion methods between matrix forms. Lastly, Haus and Adler focused on the
noise measure of a linear network and proposed a network realization of the
optimum ampliﬁer system noise performance. The work done by Haus and
Adler approached the topic in terms of exchangeable powers between network
ports.
Wedge and Rutledge implemented wave techniques for the measurement and
modeling of noise in a system in 1992, [12]. They also discussed the advantages
of using noise waves to characterize the noise behaviour of a system. Their
work calculated the network correlation matrices on both component and the
overarching network level and discussed relations to two-port Figures of Merit
and scattering parameters and transformations to traditional representations
for noise measurement. This research also focused on presenting parameters
for noise modeling speciﬁcally for applications using MESFET and HEMT
transistors, relating noise wave parameters directly to the scattering matrix of
such a transistor, given by its circuit model parameters. Wedge and Rutledge
presented a two-port to three-port conversion of the noise wave correlation
matrix, necessary for improving the equivalent circuit of a device through the
modeling of stray capacitance, lead resistance and inductance. The theoretical,
circuit model calculated, and measured optimum noise reﬂection coeﬃcients,
were compared between 2 GHz and 18 GHz as well as the minimum noise ﬁg-
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ure and noise resistance parameters. A noise wave method measurement was
performed to measure MESFET transistor noise parameters, and compared to
the parameters obtained using a source-pull tuner measurement. Wedge and
Rutledge discussed the advantages of the noise wave measurement method,
including the fact that the system of equations is over determined, which leads
to advantages in statistical analysis.
Randa, in 2001, working on noise characterization of multiport ampliﬁers,
adressed the deﬁnition and measurement of the device noise ﬁgure and rel-
evant parameters to charactierize multiport devices, with a speciﬁc view on
diﬀerential ampliﬁers. Randa proposed that a noise matrix parameterization
seems the most practical method for characterising a device in terms of noise.
The research done by Randa deﬁned an output port noise ﬁgure, and related
it to the noise matrix and scattering parameters of the device. Furthermore,
Randa also investigated the correlations between noise waves with diﬀerent in-
puts and the determining of the signal-to-noise ratio degradation factor (SNR)
using a special choice of input correlation function [13]. Randa considered in
detail the case of a three-port diﬀerential ampliﬁer and the case of a four-port
mixed-mode ampliﬁer, both with reﬂectionless terminations and uncorrelated
incident noise.
Weem and Popovi¢ set forth a method, in 2001, for determining analytically
the noise coupling in a phased array using the active reﬂective coeﬃcient [14],
showing that the noise coupling is related explicitly to the scan angle depen-
dent active reﬂection coeﬃcient. They subsequently used this to calculate the
noise coupling from the scattering parameters and noted that it can be used
in the design of a phased array receiver. They used a Method of Moments
(MoM) solver to practically calculate the scattering matrix of a 49 (7 × 7)
element half wave dipole array, with an element spacing of 0.55λ0 at 1 GHz.
Weem and Popovi¢ experimentally, for the aforementioned array, determined
the maximum amount of coupling that can be allowed in the system that would
not exceed 50% more noise power than expected for an analogous uncoupled
array, as a Figure of Merit (FoM). They note that the resultant magnitude of
the reﬂection coeﬃcient is dependent on the ampliﬁer gain and for Low Noise
Ampliﬁers (LNA) with higher gains, the reﬂection coeﬃcient magnitude would
be signiﬁcantly lower than they achieved. Weem and Popvi¢ also note that
they calculated the scan angle active reﬂection coeﬃcient for a spacing of λ0
and found a much reduced noise coupling between array elements. They rec-
ommended considering using larger element spacings, while keeping in mind
the reduced scan angle coverage due to grating lobes such a selection would
yield.
Work done by Warnick and Jensen on mutually coupled receiving arrays have
focused on various diﬀerent inherent properties of mutually coupled systems.
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This work, done in 2005, in particular investigated the eﬀects of mutual cou-
pling on interference mitigation [15]. The coupling between elements was
shown to be largest around an element spacing of 0.5λ0. Various matching
networks were investigated and their eﬀects on the array Q factor and ar-
ray noise performance graphically compared, with the array Q factor deﬁned
as the numerical measure of the degree of superdirectivity of an array. This
work provided a rigorous mathematical description of noise contributions in
the receiver system. In 2007, Warnick and Jensen implemented the desired
interference mitigation through optimal noise matching in coupled arrays [16],
showing that classical two-port noise theory can be extended to the multiport
case and that techniques and approaches for the two-port case can be used, if
the N-channel array system is decoupled and isolated. Multiport noise opti-
mization is done under the assumption of identical channel optimum reﬂection
coeﬃcients. Warnick and Jensen showed graphically that decoupling the re-
ceiver channels of a two-channel array leads to orthogonal receiver patterns
and further proposed that the output noise of the array can be minimized by
reﬂecting the output port reverse noise waves with proper phase, such that
the correlated parts of the partially correlated forward and reverse noise waves
cancel. As the reverse noise waves would couple to the other array elements, if
allowed, Warnick and Jensen proposed that to minimize such noise, the array
channels must be decoupled, using a matching network, to achieve optimal
noise performance.
In 2007, Maaskant and Woestenburg investigated applying the active antenna
impedance to a two-channel, phase scanned receiving dipole antenna array in
order to achieve noise matching [17], showing the change in noise performance
due to the scan angle dependency of the phase scanned array active optimum
noise reﬂection coeﬃcient. It was shown in their work that very large mini-
mum to maximum noise temperature diﬀerences can arise due to the reﬂection
coeﬃcient mismatch, even when a match is designed to equal the optimum
reﬂection coeﬃcient at a certain scan angle. They furthermore showed that
as the scan angle changes, the reﬂection coeﬃcient moves in a circle on the
Smith chart around the port self reﬂection coeﬃcient. Their work also showed
the variance in the receiving cross section and receiver sensitivity as the array
scan angle is varied.
In 2009, Warnick, Woestenburg, Belostotski and Russer also attempted to min-
imize the eﬀective noise power in a receiving array for phase scanned antenna
arrays [18], presenting a theoretical framework for determining the optimal
reﬂection coeﬃcient for multiport noise matching to achieve maximum signal
to noise ratio analytically, using both beamforming and non-beamforming ap-
plications. From the results of the beam equivalent receiver noise temperature
for a two-element and ﬁve-element array investigated, the active impedance
matching technique was shown to be less eﬃcient as the number of array ele-
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ments increased. In this work, Warnick, Woestenburg, Belostotski and Russer
also showed that if the beamformer coeﬃcients are of unequal magnitude, the
center point of the circle that deﬁnes the active reﬂection coeﬃcient over scan
angle on the Smith chart shifts away from the array element self reﬂection
coeﬃcient, snn.
In 2015, Prinsloo proposed a multi-mode antenna excited through a multicon-
ductor feed to achieve near-hemispherical ﬁeld of view coverage [19]. Prinsloo
presented three multi-mode antenna designs: one dual mode antenna and two
quad mode antennas (QMA). Generalized transformations for the calculation
of multi-mode S-parameters and radiated far-ﬁelds were derived and an equiv-
alent network representation for active multi-mode antennas presented, which
related the multi-mode signal and noise response of low noise ampliﬁers to two
port ampliﬁer S-parameters and noise parameters. In 2015, Prinsloo, Meyer,
Maaskant and Ivashina also presented measurements to validate the far-ﬁeld
radiation pattern and co-polar gain of each mode [20]. Conclusions were drawn
on the complementary nature of the orthogonal excitation modes to achieve
near-hemispherical ﬁeld of view coverage.
In 2016, Ivashina, Redkina, Maaskant and Prinsloo presented a numerical
study on beam-steering arrays of multi-mode antennas [21]. This study inves-
tigated the modiﬁcation of performance for multi-mode antennas in mutually
coupled dense regular arrays with regards to maximum scan range and band-
width. From the comparison with the ﬁnal results presented for sparse and
irregular arrays, the favorable array environment for mutually coupled multi-
mode antenna arrays is concluded to be the sparse, irregular environment.
In 2014 and 2015 Dobrowolski performed noise characterization of multiport
networks which utilize mixed, common and diﬀerential modes to present a
noise wave approach to describe analytical relations between input port noise
correlations and relation between output port noise ﬁgure and the noise matrix
and scattering parameters of a multiport network, [22], [23]. Dobrowolski pre-
sented a modiﬁed reﬂection coeﬃcient representation which combines common
mode, diﬀerential mode and single ended reﬂection coeﬃcients into the reﬂec-
tion coeﬃcient matrix, which he related to the device scattering parameters,
and used it to develop the formulation of the noise ﬁgure and Signal-to-Noise
ratio (SNR) speciﬁcally for diﬀerential ports. He then reformulated the noise
ﬁgure and SNR in terms of the intrinsic noise correlation matrix instead of
reﬂection coeﬃcients.
In 2017, Vaezi, Abdipour, Mohammadi and Ghannouchi investigated the eﬀect
of backward crosstalk at the output of power ampliﬁers in MIMO transmitters
[24]. They showed that mutual coupling among the antenna elements of the
MIMO receiver aﬀects the behaviour of the power ampliﬁers and thus proposed
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a novel non-linear behavioural model based on a generalized memory polyno-
mial. They also showed that digital predistortion algorithms can compensate
for the non-linearities and crosstalk eﬀects in the MIMO transmitter. Ex-
perimental veriﬁcation was done and the results compared to linearized SISO
models. The proposed models showed improvements in the measured error
power spectra.
In 2018, Hausmair, Landin, Gustavsson, Fager and Eriksson proposed a dig-
ital predistortion technique to compensate for power ampliﬁer non-linearity,
antenna crosstalk and impedance mismatches in MIMO transmitters, [25]. A
linear model shared by all transmit paths was implemented to reduce com-
plexity and increase scalability. Least-Square estimation techniques were im-
plemented on the output measurements of the power ampliﬁers to determine
all necessary information of the dual-input digital predistortion and crosstalk
mismatch models. Through experimental validation it was conﬁrmed that
similar results to existing predistortion techniques was achieved with lower
complexity.
1.2 Proposed Contributions
While noise theory is a mature subject, the current popularity of arrays has
generated signiﬁcant new contributions as discussed. However, noise design
for multi-mode antennas is still largely an unexplored ﬁeld. This project aims
to quantize and mitigate the eﬀect of noise in coupled antenna arrays, with
speciﬁc attention to multi-mode systems. This is done through optimization
methods in the selection and implementation of noise matching networks and
beamforming methods. The noise matching networks limit noise coupling be-
tween array channels or maximize signal coupling to achieve optimum output
SNR, while beamforming methods focus on maximizing signal integrity. The
project aims to remove the constraints created by assumptions of identical ideal
components in order to generalize solutions. In order to achieve the goals of the
project, it is necessary to reﬁne the existing models for coupled array receivers
so that the output response can be directly numerically optimized in terms
of the receiver circuit parameters. The improved models are then applied to
design optimum noise matching networks for the QMA antenna.
The following are the main contributions presented in this dissertation.
 A design of optimum noise matching networks for the QMA
 Improved noise-matching design approaches for non-ideal, coupled an-
tenna arrays using analytical and numerical optimization methods
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 An improved receiver model for coupled arrays which utilizes non-identical
ampliﬁers and non-identical, non-ideal radiating elements that can be
numerically optimized
 Construction of a software based receiver model for non-ideal, coupled
antenna arrays with non-identical ampliﬁers
1.2.1 QMA Optimum Noise Matching Network
The current noise design approach for the QMA assumes ﬁxed matching to the
self-impedance of each antenna. This dissertation presents an improved design
by investigating the active impedance of the QMA as the angle of arrival for an
incident signal is varied. The achieved output SNR of the QMA is numerically
optimized to achieve optimum noise matching.
1.2.2 Source Impedance Matching Criteria and
Methods
The active impedance of each channel of a scanned array can change to a large
degree as a function of scan angle and changes can aﬀect both the magnitude
and phase. It is thus impossible to avoid sub-optimal performance over scan
angle. There is thus room to investigate approaches which start with the opti-
mal active impedance over angle and look at ways to approximate it to a single
value or achieve a compromise that exhibits favorable output behavior. Here,
a detailed investigation of possible matching strategies is presented, including
a new set of averaged impedance values.
1.2.3 Reﬁned Circuit Model
This contribution generalizes the receiver model so that no assumptions are
made with regards to the values of the elements of the receiver circuit. In doing
so greater design freedom is aﬀorded. Furthermore, the model is formulated
in terms of impedances and admittances, which are easy to model and can
be directly optimized numerically. Impedances and admittances are closely
related to inductors and capacitors, which are fundamental circuit components.
Describing the receiver in terms of fundamental building blocks opens up the
way for techniques from other ﬁelds of circuit design to be used.
1.2.4 Software Based Model
Software based models are necessary in order to numerically optimize the large
sets of data and evaluate and compare the predicted results. It is also required
that a control software model be implemented in premium circuit simulation
software to conﬁrm results.
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1.3 Dissertation Outline
The layout of this dissertation to address the problem as stated will be as
follows:
Chapter 2 begins by describing the necessary underlying theory of impedance
matching and the fundamentals of noise theory and SNR. For the SNR analy-
sis, the response of a receiver circuit is split into the cases of a signal of interest
in the absence of interference, and the case of a noise signal in the absence of
a signal of interest. The cases are then combined for the full response. Chap-
ter 2 then continues to present the receiver models used as the basis for the
analysis of the problem. First a rudimentary model is presented that describes
the noise response directly in terms of circuit admittances for multiple loads.
Thereafter, a more complex receiver that implements impedance matching and
beamforming is presented. The concept of transformation matrices to refer ex-
citations to diﬀerent nodes of a receiver are also introduced. The presented
model describes the response in terms of scattered waves and not circuit impe-
dances and admittances, which is desirable for optimation however. Thirdly,
chapter 2 presents techniques for the modeling of the active impedance and
techniques that implement source matching for the varying active impedance
in scanned receivers. Lastly, the theory of the optimum SNR beamformer is
presented.
Chapter 3 begins with reﬁnements to the signal and noise response models
through the use of auxilliary equations to construct general, non-identical N -
channel responses in terms of transformation matrices. The models are pre-
sented for receivers that are impedance matched and beamformed, directly in
terms of circuit impedances and admittances. Chapter 3 then also presents
a veriﬁcation model implemented in software for the analysis of the receiver
responses. A comparison between the results from the theoretical model and
simulated model are presented and implementation diﬀerences are discussed.
Chapter 4 discusses the active impedance for both the signal and noise excited
cases and discusses properties and characteristics of the active impedance and
corresponding active reﬂection coeﬃcient magnitude. After the discussion on
the active impedance, chapter 4 then presents the techniques that this project
proposes for the initial solution as the criteria for impedance matching in ad-
dition to the techniques discussed in chapter 2.
Chapter 5 focuses on the implementation of the modeling, design and opti-
mization techniques on a novel Quad Mode Antenna. Firstly, the determining
of the network parameters for the receiver is presented. The active impedance
of the receiver is then calculated and discussed. The criteria and techniques
presented in chapters 2 and 4 are applied and discussed. Numerical optimiza-
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tion of the results achieved using the best performing of the methods presented
is then implemented and discussed. An image processing technique is then pre-
sented, discussed and used to quantify and qualitatively compare the degree of
change introduced to the receiver by performing matching. Lastly the output
results for all criteria investigated are comparatively presented and the char-
acteristics of the Quad Mode Antenna noted.
In chapter 6 a control antenna is presented. A standard Four Monopole Array
is designed so a comparison of the results achieved on the novel Quad Mode
Antenna can be drawn. As in chapter 5 the parameters are determined and
the criteria and techniques applied. The resulting output SNR performance is
then presented and the characteristics of the Four Monopole Array noted.
Chapter 7 discusses the similarity of the results achieved for a given antenna
array case in chapters 5 and 6 and then subsequently discusses the need for
secondary criteria for the selection of an implementation. At the hand of the
secondary criteria, a selection of implementation is made for both antenna
cases. Conclusions are then drawn on the performance of the proposed meth-
ods as observed for the two antenna arrays investigated.
Chapter 8 presents an evaluation of the proposed contributions of this project.
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Noise Modeling in Receivers
Various noise models have been proposed for multi-antenna receivers, as dis-
cussed in the previous chapter. Here, a short overview of each will be given.
The chapter will end with a description of the current state of the art algo-
rithms for noise matching in antenna arrays.
2.1 Fundamentals of Noise Theory and SNR
The formulation of the fundamentals of noise theory will be illustrated at the
hand of a simple two-element array together with two low-noise ampliﬁers, each
terminated with a load impedance. The array is modelled by its S-matrix and
an impressed voltage vector, while the low-noise ampliﬁers are modelled as an
input impedance and output impedance, with an output voltage dependent on
the LNA input voltage applied at the LNA ouput, together with two correlated
noise sources. The noise sources consist of a noise voltage, en and noise current
source, in. The receiver model is shown in ﬁgure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Receiver model circuit diagram without matching network
2.1.1 Receiver Signal Response
Using standard circuit theory, the signal voltages at the ports of the antenna
array, vm can be determined in terms of the impressed voltages em, the array
scattering parameters, [S], the characteristic impedances Z0m , the input im-
pedances Zsm and the load input impedances Zina , with all noise sources zero,
as
10
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vm =
N∑
k=1
√
<{Z0m}
<{Z0k}
( Zsm
Zsm − Z0m∗
)( Zsk + Z0k
Zsk + Zinak
)
smkek (2.1)
In general the ports of any given device are referenced to the same charac-
teristic impedance, causing the square root parts of 2.1 to collapse to 1. In the
receiver model as shown in ﬁgure 2.1, the LNA input impedance of the m-th
channel, Zinam is reciprocal to its admittance, [26], deﬁned in terms of the 2×2
LNA admittance matrix, and the ampliﬁer load admittance, YLm = 1/ZLm as
Yinam , y11 −
y12ampy21amp
y22amp + YLm
(2.2)
In the absence of noise, ie. with en = in = 0 for each channel, the average
signal power at the input of the LNA of the m-th channel, Psavm is given by
the real part of the apparent power.
Psavm =
1
2
<{vampiamp∗}
= <
{ 1
2Zinam
∗ (vm − em)(vm − em)∗
}
= <
{ 1
2Zinam
∗ |vm − em|2
}
(2.3)
The output of the LNA can be modeled as the load impedance ZLm with
a dependent voltage voampm over it, as shown in ﬁgure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: LNA output voltage dependent on input voltage
The dependent output voltage voampm is given, with G
′
m =
Zoutam+ZLm
ZLm
Gvm ,
in terms of the LNA S-parameters, input impedance and load impedance as
voampm =
ZLm
ZLm + Zoutam
G′mvampm
= Gvmvampm
=
ZLm
Zinam
(Zinam + Z0
ZLm + Z0
∗
)
s21ampvampm (2.4)
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At the output of the LNA, the signal power is given by
Psbeamm = <{GpmPsavm}
= <
{ ZLm
Zinam
∣∣∣Zinam + Z0
ZLm + Z0
∗
∣∣∣2|s21|2Psavm} (2.5)
Figure 2.3: Ampliﬁer outputs fed into beamformer
The ampliﬁer output voltages for each of the N channels is then fed into
a beamformer with weights given by [w˜] as shown in ﬁgure 2.3 so that the
beamformer output voltage is given by
vo = [w˜]
†[v˜oamp ] (2.6)
The notation [x˜] indicates that x is a vector. The signal power at the output
of the beamformer can then be determined as shown in 2.7 with † denoting the
complex conjugate transponent operation, X denoting the expected value of
X and [Rbeam] being the beamformer input signal voltage correlation matrix.
Psout =
1
2
<{voio∗}
= <
{ 1
2ZLbeam
∗ [w˜]
†[v˜oamp ][v˜oamp ]
†[w˜]
}
= <
{ 1
2ZLbeam
∗ [w˜]
†[Rbeam][w˜]
}
(2.7)
2.1.2 Receiver Noise Response
A noisy LNA can be modeled as a noiseless two port cascaded with a noise
voltage and noise current source, referred to the input port of the LNA. The
mean-squared values of the uncorrelated LNA noise voltage and current sources
for the m-th channel are given by 2.8 and 2.9, with Boltzmann's constant kB,
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temperature T and noise bandwidth B. Rn and Gn are device dependent
scaling factors, called the noise resistance and conductance, respectively.
|enm|2 = 4kBTBRnm (2.8)
|ium|2 = 4kBTBGnm (2.9)
The noise voltage and current sources are correlated in general. The noise
current source can be written as the sum of a correlated and uncorrelated part.
in = iu + ic
= iu + Ycen (2.10)
The correlation admittance Yc and noise conductance Gn can be shown to
be dependent on the LNA noise parameters, [27], Fmin, Rn and Zsopt as
Gn = Rn(Gsopt
2 −Gc2)
Gc =
Fmin − 1
2Rn
−Gsopt
Bc = −Bsopt
Yc = Gc + jBc
The expected value of the LNA input port noise power for them-th channel
is then given by equation 2.11. The coupled terms of the noise power are
contained in the array port noise voltage term vnm , which can be calculated
using equation 2.1 with the equivalent noise voltage source eneqm = enm +
Zinam inm .
Pnampm =
1
2
<{vnampm inampm ∗}
= <
{ 1
2Zinam
∗ |vnampm |2
}
= <
{ 1
2Zinam
∗ |vnm + enm |2
}
= <
{ 1
2Zinam
∗
(
|vnm|2 + 2<{vnmenm∗}+ |enm|2
)}
(2.11)
At the output of the LNA, in terms of the ampliﬁer power gain, Gpm , the
beamformer input noise power has an expected value of
Pnbeamm = <{GpmPnampm}
= <
{ ZLm
Zinam
∣∣∣ Zinam + Z0
ZLampm + Z0
∗
∣∣∣2|s21|2Pnampm} (2.12)
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The beamformer input noise voltage correlation matrix is then determined
and the expected value of the beamformer output noise power can then be
calculated, using the beamformer output noise voltage and current, vno and
ino respectively, as
Pnout =
1
2
<{ vnoino∗}
= <
{ 1
2ZLbeam
∗ |vno|2
}
= <
{ 1
2ZLbeam
∗ [w˜]
†[v˜oampn ][v˜oampn ]
†[w˜]
}
= <
{ 1
2ZLbeam
∗ [w˜]
†[Rnbeam ][w˜]
}
(2.13)
The SNR can then be determined at any point in the circuit model using
the signal and expected noise powers as
SNRnode =
Psnode
Pnnode
With the SNR known, the noise ﬁgure of any component can be determined
by taking the ratio of the input SNR to the output SNR,
F =
SNRi
SNRo
2.2 Current-Based Receiver Circuit Model
For multi-port networks, the formulation in the previous section becomes cum-
bersome and other, matrix-based methods exist. The ﬁrst of these is a current
based nodal representation of the multi-port receiver [28]. Figure 2.4 shows
the circuit diagram of the nodal receiver model for an array with nR elements.
In the diagram, the m-th channel port current is given by Im. im represents
the complex amplitudes of the thermal noise current generators. YLm and iLm
represent the m-th channel receiver load input admittance, generally a LNA,
and the thermal noise current generated by the m-th channel load respectively.
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Figure 2.4: Current based nodal receiver model circuit diagram
The currents into and the voltages across each node of the receiver are
given by
[I] =

iL1 + i1 − YL1V1
iL2 + i2 − YL2V2
...
iLnR + inR − YLnRVnR

[V ] =

V1
V2
...
VnR

With the unity identity vector [U ], the admittance matrix for identical loads
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YL is given by
[Y + YLU ] =

y11 + YL y12 · · · y1nR
y21 y22 + YL · · · y2nR
...
...
. . .
...
y1nR y2nR · · · ynRnR + YL

In order to determine the receiver total noise power, the noise correlation ma-
trix is needed. With T the antenna temperature, kB the Boltzmann constant
and † denoting the transpose of the complex conjugate, the per frequency
bandwidth unit noise correlation matrix of the receiver is determined as fol-
lows. The noise current generators are partially correlated for a reciprocal
mutually coupled array and the expected values of the products of the noise
currents are given, from Twiss's theorem, by
iji∗kdf = 2kBT (yjk + y
∗
jk)df
iLj i
∗
k = 0
iLj i
∗
Lk
= 0, j 6= k
The noise correlation matrix is then given by
[N ] =
1
2
(YL + Y
∗
L )[V ][V ]
†
=
1
2
(YL + Y
∗
L )[Y + YLU ]
−1[I][I]†
[
[Y + YLU ]
−1]†
Using the deﬁnition of [I] together with the expected values of the products
of the noise currents, it can then be shown that
[I][I]† =

i1i
∗
1 + iL1i
∗
L1
i1i
∗
2 · · · i1i∗nR
i2i
∗
1 i2i
∗
2 + iL2i
∗
L2
· · · i2i∗nR
...
...
. . .
...
inRi
∗
1 inRi
∗
2 · · · inRi∗nR + iLnR i∗LnR

= 2kBT

y11 + y
∗
11 + YL + Y
∗
L y12 + y
∗
12 · · · y1nR + y∗1nR
y21 + y
∗
21 y22 + y
∗
22 + YL + Y
∗
L · · · y2nR + y∗2nR
...
...
. . .
...
ynR1 + y
∗
nR1
ynR2 + y
∗
nR2
· · · ynRnR + y∗nRnR + YL + Y ∗L

(2.14)
Substituting [I][I]† back into [V ][V ]† then leads to the per unit bandwidth
noise correlation matrix given by
[N ] = kBT (YL+Y
∗
L )[Y +YLU ]
−1[[Y +YLU ]+[Y +YLU ]∗][[Y +YLU ]−1]† (2.15)
For a given noise bandwidth B and input signal current vector, [Isig], the
receiver SNR at the loads is then given by [28]
SNR =
trace(RL
2
[Isig][Isig]
†)∫
B
trace([N ])df
(2.16)
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2.3 Wave-Based Receiver Circuit Model
Another N-port model is based on wave-descriptions as presented in [16]. Fig-
ure 2.5 shows a wave based receiver model fed into a beamformer.
Figure 2.5: Wave based model with outputs fed to a beamformer circuit dia-
gram
Supposing that [˜ˆvs] and [˜ˆvn] are the open circuit signal and noise voltages
excited by external sources at the terminals of the antenna, which give rise
to the forward and reverse traveling voltage waves [a˜1] and [b˜1] as well as the
corresponding noise voltage waves, the open circuit signal and noise correlation
matrices are given by
[Rˆs] = [˜ˆvs][˜ˆvs]
†
[Rˆn] = [˜ˆvn][˜ˆvn]
†
The † denotes the transpose of the complex conjugate. The ampliﬁer S-
parameters are given by [SA] and the antenna array S-parameters by [SRR].
The matching network S-parameters are given by a block matrix of the form
[SM ] =
[
[S11] [S12]
[S21] [S22]
]
The matrices [G0] and [Q] are then deﬁned as in equations 2.17 and 2.18
[G0] =
1
2Z
1
2
0
[S21]
[
[I]− [SRR][S11]
]−1[
[I]− [SRR]
]
(2.17)
[Q] = Z
1
2
0
[
[I]+[ΓL]
][[
[I]−[Γ0][SA,11]
]
[SA,21]
−1[[I]−[SA,22][ΓL]]−[Γ0][SA,12][ΓL]]]−1
(2.18)
[G0] relates the open-circuit voltage responses to the voltages at the ampliﬁer
inputs and [Q] relates the voltages at the ampliﬁer inputs to the output loads.
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In both equations 2.17 and 2.18, [Γ0] is the scattering matrix seen looking into
the matching network section from the ampliﬁer input ports. The voltages
over the ampliﬁer terminations are then given in terms of the open circuit
loaded response, [˜ˆv] and the forward and reverse traveling noise voltage waves,
[a˜η] and [b˜η] respectively, as
[v˜L] = [Q]
[
[G0][˜ˆv] + [Γ0][b˜η]− [a˜η]
]
In a noisy component represented by scattering matrix [s], the reverse traveling
waves are given as the sum of the reﬂected forward traveling waves and the
noise waves emanating from the component, [12], as shown for a two-port
element in ﬁgure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Two port circuit element with forward, reverse and noise waves
The noise waves contribute to the scattered waves as[
b1
b2
]
=
[
s11 s12
s21 s22
] [
a1
a2
]
+
[
c1
c2
]
The signal, external and LNA noise correlation matrices are given by the
equations
[Rs] = [Q][G0][Rˆs][G0]
†[Q]† (2.19)
[Rn] = [Q][G0][Rˆn][G0]
†[Q]† (2.20)
[RLNA] = kBB[Q][Rˆη][Q]
† (2.21)
[Rη] = Tα[I] + Tβ[Γ0][Γ0]
† − Tγ[Γ0]− T ∗γ [Γ0]† (2.22)
In equation 2.22, Tα Tβ and Tγ are the noise wave parameters in units of
Kelvin, [29], given by
Tα =
1
2kBB
|aη|2 = T0[Z0Gu +RnY0(1 + Z20 |Yc|2 + 2Z0Gc)]
Tβ =
1
2kBB
|bη|2 = T0[Z0Gu +RnY0(1 + Z20 |Yc|2 − 2Z0Gc)]
Tγ =
1
2kBB
a∗ηbη = T0[−Z0Gu +RnY0(1− Z20 |Yc|2)− j2RnBc]
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For identical ampliﬁers the optimal scattering coeﬃcient seen looking into the
matching section from the ampliﬁer inputs, [Γ0] = Γopt[I] and Γopt can be
shown to be given in terms of the LNA noise temperature parameters as
Γopt =
Tα + Tβ ±
√
(Tα + Tβ)2 − 4|Tγ|2
2Tγ
(2.23)
The output SNR is then given by the ratio
SNR =
[w˜]†[Rs][w˜]
[w˜]†
[
[Rn] + [RLNA]
]
[w˜]
2.4 Active Impedance Modeling
Figure 2.7: The active impedances of a general N-port array
In general, for an N-port array as shown in ﬁgure 2.7, the active impedance of
a coupled receiver channel, seen looking into the port of the channel, is deﬁned
as the ratio of the voltage across the port to the input current at the port.
For the coupled antenna, [30], the voltage across the terminals of any port
is given by the product of the impedance matrix, which includes the mutual
impedance, and the current vector of all the ports. The active impedance of
the m-th channel then becomes
Zactm =
Vm
Im
=
I1Zm1 + I2Zm2 + · · ·+ INZmN
Im
=
N∑
n=1
In
Im
Zmn (2.24)
To calculate the active impedance simultaneously for all channels, the matrix
form is given, with [Idiag] the diagonal matrix of the port currents, by
[Zact] = [Idiag]
−1[Z][I] (2.25)
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Equivalently, the active impedance can also be determined by taking the per
element inverse of the active admittance given by
[Yact] = [Vdiag]
−1[Y ][V ] (2.26)
In a receiver with a beamformer present, the active impedance can alternatively
be shown to exhibit a beamforming coeﬃcient dependency, [18], and be given
by
Zactm =
1
ω∗oc,m
M∑
n=1
ω∗oc,nZAnt,nm (2.27)
In this formulation, ωoc,m is the m-th channel beamformer coeﬃcient referred
to the antenna ports.
The active impedance is dependent on the ratio of excitations applied to each
port of an array, or by reciprocity, the ratio of excitations received by each
element of an array. Through beamforming or the spatial scanning of an an-
tenna, the ratios can vary as an array is operated. For each combination of
excitations, a diﬀerent active impedance value can be calculated. The degree
of variance is dependent not only on the excitation ratios, but also the mu-
tual coupling between array elements. For coupled receiver design, the active
impedance is thus a quantity of great importance. Any design consideration
which is reliant on the source impedance is aﬀected by the variation of the ac-
tive impedance. Examples include, but are not limited to, noise matching for
low noise ampliﬁers, gain matching for high gain ampliﬁers, ampliﬁer stabil-
ity design and regulation of power consumption by the array through current
control. In high sensitivity systems, such as radio interferometers, mismatches
that occur due to a varying source impedance can have catastrophic eﬀects on
system performance if not designed for or mitigated.
2.5 Matching Criteria for Optimal Noise
Performance
2.5.1 Active Impedance at Given Angle
The propagation paths of noise waves in a phased antenna array, shown in
ﬁgure 2.8, [17], can be represented using the active reﬂection coeﬃcients of
each channel of the array.
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Figure 2.8: Propagation paths of noise waves an a phased antenna array
The total noise wave at the beamformer output, with beamforming coeﬃ-
cients of unity for each channel, as in ﬁgure 2.8 is then given by
ctot = Direct Part + Coupled Part + Reﬂected Part
= c2 + c1S
ant
21 S
LNA
21 e
jφ + c1S
ant
11 S
LNA
21
= c2 + c1S
LNA
21
(
Sant11 + S
ant
21 e
jφ
)
= c2 + c1S
LNA
21 Γ
1
act(φ)
For anN -channel linear phase scanned array, [31], the phase diﬀerence between
adjacent channels is given by φ = kd sin(θ), with k the wavenumber and d the
linear distance between antenna elements. The active reﬂection coeﬃcient
term of the m-th channel is then seen to be given by
Γmact(φ) =
N∑
n=1
Santnme
j(m−n)φ (2.28)
Using the active reﬂection coeﬃcient, as deﬁned in equation 2.28, the channels
of the array can be decoupled as shown in ﬁgure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Equivalent decoupled array channel representation using the active
reﬂection coeﬃcient
The active reﬂection coeﬃcient can be plotted on the Smith chart, and for
the two channel case is seen to move along a circle of constant radius Santmn
around the point Santmm as shown in ﬁgure 2.10, [17].
Figure 2.10: Two channel phased array active impedance plotted on the Smith
chart
If noise matching networks are designed for each channel to transform Γact
at θ0 to the optimum noise reﬂection coeﬃcient of the LNA, Γsopt , the LNA
can then be noise matched at the angle θ0. For each channel, the decoupled
channel circuit with the new equivalent LNA, consisting of the original LNA
and matching network, is then shown in ﬁgure 2.11, [17].
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Figure 2.11: Decoupled channel after noise matching to angle θ0
The receiver temperature of the equivalent LNA is given in terms of the
LNA noise parameters with Γs = Γact by the equation
TLNA = T
′
min +
4T0R
′
n
Z0
|Γs − Γ′sopt|2
|1 + |Γ′sopt|2(1− |Γs|2)
(2.29)
Figure 2.12 ,[17], shows how the noise temperature of a typical receiver varies
over scan angle θ0.
Figure 2.12: Noise temperature of receiver as θ varies, for given angles of θ0
It can be seen from ﬁgure 2.12 that the choice of θ0 inﬂuences both the max-
imum LNA noise temperature as well as the gradient of the noise temperature
curve, and thus the bandwidth of the noise match.
2.5.2 Self-Impedance Matching
As the active impedance of a scanned array varies as the array is scanned, the
noise matching eﬃciency will also vary as the array is scanned. The amount
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of variation can be shown,[32], to be proportional to the element separation in
wavelengths. Increasing the distance between elements reduces the coupling
and thus the degree to which the active impedance varies. As seen in ﬁgure
2.13,[32], for the three dipole array as shown in ﬁgure 2.14, the magnitude and
phase of the active reﬂection coeﬃcient increasingly tracks that of Smm as the
element separation increases.
(a) Magnitude (b) Phase
Figure 2.13: Active reﬂection coeﬃcient and Smm magnitude and phase as
element separation varies
Considering the three channel phase scanned array as shown in ﬁgure
2.14,[32], where the active reﬂection coeﬃcient is calculated as in equation
2.28, the active reﬂection coeﬃcients per channel are plotted on the Smith
chart in ﬁgure 2.15,[32].
Figure 2.14: Three dipole phased antenna array
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Figure 2.15: Active reﬂection coeﬃcient per channel plotted for three dipole
array, for a scan angle of θ ∈ [0◦, 90◦] at one frequency
One of the most standard ways of matching design for arrays is to transform
the self-reﬂection, Smm, to the optimum noise source reﬂection coeﬃcient for
each channel, as shown in ﬁgure 2.16.
Figure 2.16: Transformation of LNA optimum noise source reﬂection coeﬃcient
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For the three dipole example, the resulting receiver noise temperature is
shown in ﬁgure 2.17 for diﬀerent scan angles,[32]. The receiver noise temper-
ature is determined using equation 2.29.
Figure 2.17: Receiver noise temperature for diﬀerent Γsopt over scan angle
It can be seen from ﬁgure 2.17 that for small element separations, over
certain angles matching to the array channel input reﬂection coeﬃcient, Smm,
can produce better results than matching to the active reﬂection coeﬃcient
at broadside, while for large element separations, the resulting receiver noise
temperature is approximately equal when matching to either Γact or Smm.
2.5.3 Multibeam Average Noise Optimization
Matching to the active impedance will minimize the receiver noise temperature
for a given beam in the antenna ﬁeld of view. If the ﬁeld of view is spanned by
a number of beams, P , each constructed using beamformer coeﬃcients [w˜p],
[18], the average beam equivalent noise temperature is deﬁned as
Tav =
1
P
P∑
p=1
T prec (2.30)
The receiver noise temperature Trec for a given beam for an M channel receiver
can be shown to be given in terms of the LNA noise parameters Tmin, Rn, Yopt,
with woc,m and Ract,m the open circuit referred beamformer coeﬃcients and
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real part of the active impedance for the m-th channel respectively, as
Trec = Tmin + T0
M∑
m=1
|woc,m|2Rc,m
M∑
m=1
|woc,m|2Ract,m
(2.31)
Where for the m-th channel, with Rn,m the m-th channel noise resistance, Rc
is given by
Rc,m = Rn,m|Zact,m|2|Yact,m − Yopt,m|2
Inserting equation 2.31 into equation 2.30 leads to
Tav = Tmin +
T0
P
P∑
p=1
M∑
m=1
|wpoc,m|2Rpc,m
M∑
m=1
|wpoc,m|2Rpact,m
(2.32)
Diﬀerentiating equation 2.32 with respect to Y ∗opt,m and setting the partial
derivative ∂Tav
∂Yopt,m∗ = 0 to minimize Tav, the multibeam average noise optimal
admittance is then given by
Yopt,m =
P∑
p=1
|wpoc,m|2Zp∗act,m
P∑
p=1
|wpoc,m|2|Zpact,m|2
(2.33)
Using this optimum admittance as a noise matching criteria minimizes the
average beam equivalent receiver noise temperature over the P beams con-
structed by the beamformer weights [w˜p]. Equation 2.33 can be seen to be
directly dependent on the beamformer weights and therefore a beamformer like
the maximum SNR beamformer, which is dependent on the matching crite-
ria, cannot be used as there is circularity in determining the parameters. The
multibeam average noise optimum admittance can instead be calculated us-
ing a diﬀerent beamforming scheme, such as the conjugate ﬁeld match (CFM)
beamformer, given by
[w˜oc] = [v˜sig,oc(Ωs)]
The multibeam average optimum receiver noise temperature for a ﬁve dipole
array steered over angle is shown against the receiver temperatures obtained
when matching to either the self impedance or active impedance in ﬁgure 2.18,
[18].
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Figure 2.18: Five dipole array receiver noise temperature for the multibeam
average optimum vs self impedance and active impedance matching
2.6 Beamformer
For a receiver system, the FoM of interest is not always the noise temperautre
of each channel LNA. In many cases the total receiver SNR is of higher im-
portance, as varying levels of noise can be acceptable if the signal of interest
is large enough. In order to construct a single output signal, the outputs of
each LNA of a receiver are fed into a beamformer. Beamformers act as spacial
ﬁlters and it is possible that through the choice of beamformer coeﬃcients,
the SNR of the received signal can drop to zero, for example, by either scan-
ning into a region with a high power noise source, or through scanning into an
area where none of the signal of interest is received by the receiver. Both the
signal of interest and any interfering noise signal are subject to weighting via
the beamformer. It is thus important to achieve a balance between the signal
and noise inputs in order to maximize the SNR. Maximizing the beamformer
output SNR is suboptimal in terms of achieving maximum signal gain how-
ever. The signal received by an array can be written as the sum of a signal of
interest, [v˜s] and some interfering signal [v˜η] [33]. The signal to noise ratio at
the output of the beamformer with coeﬃcients [w˜] is then given by
SNR =
|[w˜]†[v˜s]|2
|[w˜]†[v˜η]|2
=
[w˜]†[Rs][w˜]
[w˜]†[Rη][w˜]
(2.34)
Where [Rs] and [Rη] represent the signal and noise correlation matrices respec-
tively. Maximizing equation 2.34 with respect to [w˜] leads to
[Rη]
−1[Rs][w˜] = λmax[w˜]
λ =
[w˜]†[Rs][w˜]
[w˜]†[Rη][w˜]
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As λ is the SNR, the eigenvector of the largest magnitude eigenvalue solves
the optimization problem. For [Rs] = [v˜s][v˜s]
†, the weights of the maximum
SNR beamformer reduce to
[w˜] = [Rη]
−1[v˜s] (2.35)
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Chapter 3
Reﬁnements to Circuit Model
Solution
In chapters 1 and 2, an overview was given on currently used system models for
noisy antenna arrays. All of these models however include some simpliﬁcations
or assumptions in order to obtain elegant formulations. When working with
completely diﬀerent radiating elements in one array, such as the case for many
multi-mode antennas, many of these assumptions can no longer be made. This
chapter presents a noise-signal model for a system which can include non-
identical antennas as well as non-identical matching networks and LNAs. For
veriﬁcation purposes, both a matrix-based mathematical model and an ADS
simulation model are developed.
3.1 Full Circuit System Noise Model
The working of a receiver system can be split into two response models, one
model describing the response of the system to an incoming voltage signal in
the absence of noise, the other describing the response of the system to the
expected noise sources generated by lossy components in the system and exter-
nal noise sources. These two responses can then be considered as orthogonal
responses to determine and design the performance of the system.
In the model proposed here, four second order matching sections, as shown
in ﬁgure 3.1, are used. To enable exact equations, closed form expressions
are derived for each option. The noise model should consider noise contribu-
tions from the antenna array source as well as the amplifying section for each
matching network topology in a noisy environment. Each of the matching
topologies will be considered and a description derived for the Signal-no-Noise
and Noise-no-Signal responses of the receiver system. Criteria for the selection
of topology will also be given.
30
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A signiﬁcant advantage of the improved model is the availability of signal
voltages and noise voltages at each node in the receiver, so that the SNR and
Noise Figure can be analytically determined at each point.
The model also allows for non-identical, non-ideal receiver channels with re-
gards to matching sections, LNAs and loads.
(a) No match (b) Series-Shunt
(c) Shunt-Series (d) Single Series
Figure 3.1: Four topologies for matching networks in receiver
The elements of all the matching networks for each channel of the receiver
will be designated by diagonal matrices j[Xkd ] = j[Bkd ]
−1, where k = 1 indi-
cates the element on the antenna side and k = 2 indicates the element on the
LNA side, as shown in ﬁgure 3.1. Subscript m indicates the receiver channel.
The diagonal matrices are given by
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j[Xkd ] = j

Xk1 0 0 . . . 0
0 Xk2 0 . . . 0
0 0 Xk3 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 . . . XkN

j[Bkd ] = j

Bk1 0 0 . . . 0
0 Bk2 0 . . . 0
0 0 Bk3 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 . . . BkN
 = j[Xkd ]−1
3.1.1 Signal Response Transformaton Matrices for
Array with or without Matching Network
For the signal-no-noise case, the noise voltage source is short circuited and
the noise current source is open circuited in each channel. The external noise
voltage and the array ohmic noise voltage sources are also shorted. With
reference to ﬁgure 3.2, this corresponds to
enm = 0
inm = 0
enextm = 0
enohmicm = 0 ∀ m ∈ [1, · · · , N ]
One of three topologies for the matching network, or no matching network,
is then used. It is necessary to specify that each channel of the receiver has
a matching section of the same topology as all the others, even if the stub
reactances are allowed to diﬀer. The signal and noise voltage models are then
determined as shown in sections 3.1.1 and B.1.
Figure 3.2: Channel m of receiver with noisy source and no matching network
No Matching Network: With reference to ﬁgure 3.2, in this simple case
we deﬁne the auxiliary equations 3.1.
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ism = −Yinamvampm (3.1a)
=
N∑
k=1
ymkvsk (3.1b)
vsm = vampm − em (3.1c)
Through manipulation of matrices, the auxiliary equations can be rewritten
to ﬁnd the signal voltage at the source port in terms of the open circuit signal
voltage in the form
[v˜s]= −
[
[Y ] + [Yinad ]
]−1
[Yinad ][e˜s]
= [Tx][e˜s] (3.2)
At reference line A-A, as seen on ﬁgure 3.3, with [Y ] the array admittance
parameters and [Yinad ] the N ×N diagonal LNA input admittance matrix, the
signal voltage is then given by
[v˜sampm ]=
[
[Y ] + [Yinad ]
]−1
[Y ][e˜s]
= [Tx
′][e˜s] (3.3)
Figure 3.3: Reference line and node voltage names on circuit diagram
The matrix [Tx] eﬀectively transforms the open circuit signal voltage vector
[e˜s] to a loaded signal port voltage at the array terminals and [Tx
′] transforms
[e˜s] to the voltages at the LNA input ports. The signal voltage correlation
matrix at the LNA input ports is given by
[Rsamp ] = [v˜sampm ][v˜sampm ]
†
=
(
[Tx
′][e˜s]
)(
[Tx
′][e˜s]
)†
= [Tx
′][Es][Tx′]† (3.4)
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At reference line B-B, the signal voltage response is given by
[v˜soamp ] = [Gvd ][Tx
′][e˜s] (3.5)
where [Gvd ] is the diagonal LNA voltage gain matrix. The signal voltage
correlation matrix at the beamformer input ports is then given by
[Rsbeam ] =
 |Gv1|
2 |vsamp1 |
2 · · · Gv1GvN ∗ vsamp1vsampN ∗
...
. . .
...
GvNGv1
∗ vsampN vsamp1
∗ · · · |GvN |2 |vsampN |
2

= [Gvd ][Rsamp ][Gvd ]
† (3.6)
The derivations for the Series-Shunt, Shunt-Series and Single-Series topology
signal transformation matrices at the antenna ports, [Tx], as well as after the
matching section, [T ′x], follow similarly and are shown in appendix B. For each
topology, [Tx] and [T
′
x] are given as
Series-Shunt Matching Network:
[T ′xsesh ] =
[
[I] +
[
[I] + j[X1d ][Y ]
]
[Tx]
]
(3.7)
[Txsesh ] =−
[[
[Yinad ]+j[B2d ]
][
[I]+j[X1d ][Y ]
]
+
[
Y
]]−1[[
Yinad
]
+j
[
B2d
]]
(3.8)
Shunt-Series Matching Network:
[T ′xshse ] = [Zinad ]
[
j[X2d ] + [Zinad ]
]−1[
[Tx] + [I]
]
(3.9)
[Txshse ] =−
[[
Y
]
+j
[
B1d
]
+
[
j[X2d ]+[Zinad ]
]−1]−1[[
j[X2d ]+[Zinad ]
]−1
+j
[
B1d
]]
(3.10)
Single-Series Matching Network:
[T ′xsse ] =
[
[I] +
[
[I] + j[X1d ][Y ]
]
[Tx]
]
(3.11)
[Txsse ] =−
[[
Yinad
][
[I]+j[X1d ][Y ]
]
+
[
Y
]]−1[
Yinad
]
(3.12)
3.1.2 Noise Response Transformation Matrices for
Array with or without Matching Network
For the noise-no-signal case, with the receiver model as shown in ﬁgure 3.2,
for each channel the signal voltage source is shorted. This corresponds to
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em = 0 ∀ m ∈ [1, · · · , N ]
To determine the noise generated by a single noisy antenna element, an
antenna model as shown in ﬁgure 3.4 is used.
Figure 3.4: Radiating antenna model
The antenna resistance is made up of a radiation resistance, Rrad, and an
Ohmic loss resistance, Rohmic. The loss resistance can be determined for any
given antenna and in the case of a dipole antenna, [34], is given by
Rohmic =
lρdipole
A
(3.13)
where ρdipole is the resistivity of the dipole antenna material, l the dipole
length and A the cross section area of the circumference of the dipole. The
expected value of the equivalent noise voltage source is then given by
|enohmic|2 = 4kBTBRohmic (3.14)
In a coupled array, the correlation between the ohmic noise voltage sources
of each channel is such that the correlation matrix of the noise voltage sources
is given by Twiss's Theorem. It can be assumed that the receiver will operate
in the presence of an external noise source which is spatially variant over φ
and θ. It can be shown [34] that the voltage correlation matrix of this external
noise at the antenna ports can be written in terms of the radiation resistance
matrix of the antenna, with [Rrad] = <{[ZA]} − [RA,loss].
[Eext] = 4kBText(φ, θ)B[Rrad] (3.15)
Many models exist for Text. In this work it will be assumed constant over
θ, φ. Similarly than in section 3.1.1, one of three topologies for the matching
network, or no matching network, is then used. The noise voltage models,
with the antenna array noise souce included are then determined as shown in
sections 3.1.2 and B.2.
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No Matching Network: The noisy array and environment are represented
by a quiet array with N ohmic loss and N external noise current sources added
to the N source ports of the array channels. The total noise current added to
the m-th channel is given by
insm =
N∑
k=1
ymk(enohmick + enextk ) (3.16)
The circuit model for them-th channel of the receiver is shown in ﬁgure 3.2.
The source port noise voltages can be determined using auxiliary equations for
each of the N channels. The auxiliary equations for the m-th channel of the
receiver model are given by equations 3.17. vnm
′ is deﬁned at the negative
terminal of enm and because there is no matching network, vnm
′ = vnm
insm = inm − Yinamenm − Yinamvnm ′ (3.17a)
=
N∑
k=1
ymk(vnk + enohmick + enextk ) (3.17b)
vnm = vampm − enm (3.17c)
Equations 3.17 can then be combined and manipulated for all N channels
in matrix form to solve simultaneously for the source port noise voltages.
[v˜n] =
[
[Y ]+[Yinad ]
]−1
[ ˜in−yinaen]−
[
[Y ] + [Yinad ]
]−1
[Y ]
[
[e˜nohmic ]+[e˜next ]
]
= [Tz][˜ix] + [Ts]
[
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
(3.18)
In equation 3.18, the matrix [Yinad ] represents the N ×N diagonal matrix
which has each entry on its diagonal equal to the m-th input LNA admittance,
Yinam . The matrices [Tz] and [Ts] respectively transform the equivalent LNA
input port noise current, [˜ix] and antenna ohmic losses, [e˜nohmic ], to source
port noise voltages. The noise voltages and currents are zero-mean random
processes however, and therefore it is more convenient to do noise calculations
through use of the corresponding correlation matrices and the expected values
of the square of the voltage and current sources. The noise voltage correlation
matrix at the source port is then calculated as shown in equation 3.19 with
the source noise voltage source uncorrelated with the LNA noise voltage and
current sources.
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[Rn] =

|vn1|2 vn1vn2∗ · · · vn1vnN ∗
vn2vn1
∗ |vn2|2 · · · vn2vnN ∗
...
...
. . .
...
vnNvn1
∗ vnNvn2∗ · · · |vnN |2

= [v˜n][v˜n]
†
=
(
[Tz][˜ix] + [Ts]
[
[e˜nohmic ]+[e˜next ]
])(
[Tz][˜ix] + [Ts]
[
[e˜nohmic ]+[e˜next ]
])†
= [Tz][˜ix][˜ix]
†
[Tz]
† + [Tz][˜ix]
[
[e˜nohmic ]+[e˜next ]
]†
[Ts]
†
+ [Ts]
[
[e˜nohmic ]+[e˜next ]
]
[˜ix]
†
[Tz]
† + [Ts]
[
[e˜nohmic ]+[e˜next ]
]
[e˜nohmic ]
†[Ts]
†
= [Tz][Ix][Tz]
† + [Ts]
[
[Ex] + [Eext]
]
[Ts]
†
(3.19)
The expected value of the noise voltage at each source port is given by the
square root of the diagonal of the noise voltage correlation matrix as shown
in 3.19, with [Ix] being the diagonal LNA input port noise current correlation
matrix given in terms of the m-th channel correlation admittance Ycm and
uncorrelated noise current ium from equations 2.9 and 2.10, by
[Ix] =
|Yc1 − Yina1 |
2 |en1|2 + |iu1|2 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · |YcN − YinaN |
2 |enN |2 + |iuN |2

(3.20)
[Ex] represents the noise voltage source correlation matrix and is deter-
mined through Twiss's Theorem as shown in equation 3.21, [35], with [Z]
representing the impedance parameters of the antenna array. For each port,
the expected value of the port noise voltage collapses to equation 3.14, while
for reciprocal arrays, the correlation matrix [Ex] will be purely real.
[Ex] = 2kBTB
[
[Z] + [Z]†
]
(3.21)
At the input ports of the LNA for the m-th channel, the noise voltage is
given by vnampm = vnm + enm . The noise correlation matrix at the input ports
of the LNA sections is given by equation 3.28, with the entries of [Rnamp
′] the
same as in the case of a noiseless source, given by
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[Rnamp
′] =

|vnamp1 |
2 vnamp1vnamp2
∗ · · · vnamp1vnampN ∗
vnamp2vnamp1
∗ |vnamp2 |
2 · · · vnamp2vnampN ∗
...
...
. . .
...
vnampN vnamp1
∗ vnampN vnamp2
∗ · · · |vnampN |
2
 (3.22)
For the entries of equation 3.22,
vnampmvnampk
∗ = vnmvnk∗ + 2<{vnmenk∗}+ enmenk∗ (3.23)
vnmvnk
∗ = Tzm1Tzk1
∗Ix11 + · · ·+ TzmNTzkN ∗IxNN (3.24)
vnmenk
∗ = Tzmk(Yck − Yinak ) |enk |
2 (3.25)
enmenk
∗ = 0, (m 6= k) (3.26)
So that with [En] = [e˜n][e˜n]
† for a lossless, reciprocal antenna in a noiseless
environment,
[Rnamp
′] = [Tz][Ix][Tz]
† +
[
[I] + 2<
{
[Tz]
[
[Ycd ]− [Yinad ]
]}]
[En] (3.27)
With ohmic losses in the antenna and external noise considered, the LNA input
noise correlation matrix is given by
[Rnamp ] = [v˜nampm ][v˜nampm ]
†
=
(
[Tz][˜ix] + [Ts]
[
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
+ [e˜n]
)
(
[Tz][˜ix] + [Ts]
[
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
+ [e˜n]
)†
= [Rnamp
′] + [Ts]
[
[Ex] + [Eext]
]
[Ts]
†
= [Rnamp
′] + [Rnohmic ] + [Rnext ] (3.28)
The beamformer input noise voltage correlation matrix is then determined
similarly as in equations 3.22 to 3.26 and shown in equation 3.29, with [Gvd ]
the diagonal LNA voltage gain matrix.
[Rnbeam ] =
 |Gv1|
2 |vnamp1 |
2 · · · Gv1GvN ∗ vnamp1vnampN ∗
...
. . .
...
GvNGv1
∗ vnampN vnamp1
∗ · · · |GvN |2 |vnampN |
2

= [Gvd ][Rnamp ][Gvd ]
† (3.29)
The derivations for the Series-Shunt, Shunt-Series and Single-Series topol-
ogy noise transformation matrices at the antenna ports, [Tz] and [Ts], as well
as after the matching section, [T ′z] and [T
′
s], follow similarly and are shown in
appendix B. For each topology, [Tz], [Ts], [T
′
z] and [T
′
s] are given as
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Series-Shunt Matching Network:
[Tzsesh ] =
[
Z
][[
I
]−[[Yinad ]+j[B2d ]][T ′zsesh]] (3.30)
[T ′zsesh ] =
[
j[Y ][X1d ]
[
[Yinad ]+j[B2d ]+j[B1d ]
]
+j[B2d ]+[Yinad ]
]−1
(3.31)[
[I]+j[Y ][X1d ]
]
[Tssesh ] = −
[[
I
]
+
[
Z
][
[Yinad ]+j[B2d ]
][
T ′ssesh
]]
(3.32)
[T ′ssesh ] = −
[
j[Y ][X1d ]
[
[Yinad ]+j[B2d ]+j[B1d ]
]
+j[B2d ]+[Yinad ]
]−1[
Y
]
(3.33)
Shunt-Series Matching Network:
[Tzshse ] =
[
[Y ]+j[B1d ]
]−1[
[I]−[Yinad ][T ′zshse ]
]
(3.34)
[T ′zshse ] =
[
j
[
[Y ]+j[B1d ]
]
[X2d ]
[
[Yinad]+j[B2d ]
]
+[Yinad ]
]−1
(3.35)[
[I]+j
[
[Y ]+j[B1d ]
]
[X2d ]
]
[Tsshse ] = −
[
[Y ]+j[B1d ]
]−1[
[Y ]+[Yinad ][T
′
sshse
]
]
(3.36)
[T ′sshse ] = −
[
j
[
[Y ] + j[B1d ]
]
[X2d ]
[
[Yinad ] + j[B2d ]
]
+ [Yinad ]
]−1[
Y
]
(3.37)
Single-Series Matching Network:
[Tzsse ] = [Z]
[
[I]−[Yinad ][T ′zsse ]
]
(3.38)
[T ′zsse ] =
[
j[Y ][X1d ]
[
[Yinad ] +j[B1d ]
]
+[Yinad ]
]−1[
[I]+j[Y ][X1d ]
]
(3.39)
[Tssse ] = −[Z]
[
[Y ]+[Yinad ][T
′
ssse ]
]
(3.40)
[T ′ssse ] = −
[
j[Y ][X1d ]
[
[Yinad ]+j[B1d ]
]
+[Yinad ]
]−1
[Y ] (3.41)
3.2 ADS Simulation Model
All theoretical models were conﬁrmed using the Keysight Technologies Ad-
vanced Design System 2016.01 (ADS). Modeling in ADS allowed for the use
of non-ideal elements and elements that are unique between receiver channels.
ADS also allows for a node signal and noise voltage analysis. ADS was there-
fore a suitable software to test the accuracy of the transformation matrix based
model that incorporates unique and non-ideal elements. Figure 3.5 shows a
full view of the circuit model in ADS for the Series-Shunt topology. Section
3.2.1 describes the implementation in detail.
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3.2.1 ADS Model Implementation
An AC simulation is performed between f = 5 GHz and f = 6 GHz to simulate
the receiver network behavior for a four antenna array. The network can be
broken down into four distinct sections, namely
 Antenna array source
 Matching section
 Ampliﬁer stage
 Beamformer
Figure 3.6: Coupled four-port source array
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Coupled Noisy Source Array A four port S-parameter touchstone ﬁle is
read through a Data Access Component (DAC) and interpolated linearly over
the simulation frequency range as shown in ﬁgure 3.6. The S-parameter block
is simulated at a temperature of T0 = 290 K. The external noise is simulated by
adding correlated noise voltage sources in series to each port. The open circuit
signal voltage is read per channel from MDIF ﬁles through DACs. Voltage
nodes, power probes and current probes are deﬁned for each node. At each
node the node noise voltage is also requested.
(a) No match (b) Series-Shunt
Figure 3.7: Four topologies for matching networks in ADS model
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(c) Shunt-Series (d) Single Series
Figure 3.7: Four topologies for matching networks in ADS model
Matching Section Figure 3.7 shows the matching network implementation
for each topology in ADS. In each topology, the series stub is implemented
with a short circuited series stub and the shunt stub is implemented with an
open circuited shunt stub. This is so that no short circuited path between the
LNA and ground is created at DC and that no open circuit is created in series.
The reactance of each stub is read through a Discrete format text ﬁle into a
DAC.
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Figure 3.8: LNA section in ADS for each channel
LNA Stage Figure 3.8 shows the LNA section implementation in ADS. For
each channel an identical ampliﬁer, the Inﬁneon BFP842ESD, is used. The
LNA S-parameters and noise parameters are taken from supplier model ﬁles
at a bias point of VCE = 2 V, IC = 15 mA. The parameters are read from
Discrete format text ﬁles into DACs. The noise voltages are requested at the
nodes before and after each LNA. A load impedance of ZL = 50 Ω is used
to terminate each LNA. While identical ampliﬁers and loads are used in the
simulation, this is not required for the simulation to run.
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Figure 3.9: LNA beamformer implementation
Beamformer Figure 3.9 shows the implementation of the beamformer in
ADS. The beamformer consists of a voltage multiplier, a 180◦ phase shifter
and an ideal summing op-amp. The voltage multiplier has an input impedance
of Zin = 50 TΩ in parallel with the load impedance of ZL = 50 Ω in order
to sample the ampliﬁer output voltage without eﬀectively changing the load
impedance. The beamformer weight coeﬃcients are read in through DACs
from MDIF format text ﬁles and converted to match the block input format.
The 180◦ phase shifter is used to compensate for the negative sign in the output
voltage of the ideal summing op-amp. The ideal summing op-amp implements
the equation, [36],
Vout = −
(Rf
R1
V1 +
Rf
R2
V2 + · · ·+ Rf
RN
VN
)
Where Rf is the feedback resistor, Rm is the resistor of the m-th branch
connected to the op-amp inverting input and Vm is the voltage over Rm. At
the inverting input, V − = V + = 0 V. With R1 = R2 = · · · = RN = Rf , the
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output voltage is thus given by the negative of the sum of the negative channel
LNA output voltages scaled by the beamforming coeﬃcients. The beamformer
load impedance is given by ZLbeam = 50 Ω.
3.2.2 Comparison Between ADS Model and Theoretical
Model Using Transformation Matrices
To evaluate the equivalence of the ADS circuit model to the theoretical model,
the antenna port, beamformer input port and beamformer output port signal
and noise voltages must be equal. Finally, the models must also produce the
same SNR at the output of the beamformer. A comparison between the theo-
retical model and ADS simulation signal and noise node voltages is performed
for a signal source at φ = 52◦, θ = 42◦. The ratios between the calculated and
simulated values are shown in tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Calculated vs Simulated Noise Voltages [V] at f = 5.5 GHz
Cal Ch. 1 Sim Ch.1
Array Port (Vmq) 6.341e-6 6.341e-6
Post Ampliﬁer (Vam) 2.199e-5 2.199e-5
Cal Ch. 2 Sim Ch.2
Array Port (Vmq) 6.340e-6 6.340e-6
Post Ampliﬁer (Vam) 2.199e-5 2.199e-5
Cal Ch. 3 Sim Ch.3
Array Port (Vmq) 6.339e-6 6.339e-6
Post Ampliﬁer (Vam) 2.197e-5 2.197e-5
Cal Ch. 4 Sim Ch.4
Array Port (Vmq) 6.339e-6 6.339e-6
Post Ampliﬁer (Vam) 2.198e-5 2.198e-5
Table 3.1: Comparison between node noise voltages for ADS simulation and
model calculations
The beamformer output noise voltage for both the calculated and simu-
lated cases is given by vout = 2.015e6 V. The ADS model implements the
external noise source as a series voltage source while the mathematical model
implements it as a parallel current source. In order to verify the simulation
model at the correct node, the noise voltage must therefore be simulated after
the series noise voltage source (node Vmq) as opposed to before (node Vm).
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Calculated vs Simulated Signal Voltages [V] at f = 5.5 GHz
Cal Ch. 1 Sim Ch.1
Array Port (Vm) 1.623∠125.13◦ 1.623∠125.13◦
Pre Ampliﬁer (Vmp) 1.753∠−126.51◦ 1.753∠−126.51◦
Post Ampliﬁer (Vam) 6.550∠−113.77◦ 6.550∠−113.77◦
Cal Ch. 2 Sim Ch.2
Array Port (Vm) 8.513∠164.12◦ 8.513∠164.12◦
Pre Ampliﬁer (Vmp) 4.675∠−70.19◦ 4.675∠−70.19◦
Post Ampliﬁer (Vam) 17.462∠−57.46◦ 17.462∠−57.46◦
Cal Ch. 3 Sim Ch.3
Array Port (Vm) 7.520∠−33.05◦ 7.520∠−33.05◦
Pre Ampliﬁer (Vmp) 3.533∠105.65◦ 3.533∠105.65◦
Post Ampliﬁer (Vam) 13.196∠118.39◦ 13.196∠118.39◦
Cal Ch. 4 Sim Ch.4
Array Port (Vm) 7.965∠−11.26◦ 7.965∠−11.26◦
Pre Ampliﬁer (Vmp) 4.100∠114.89◦ 4.100∠114.89◦
Post Ampliﬁer (Vam) 15.316∠127.62◦ 15.316∠127.62◦
Table 3.2: Comparison between node signal voltages for ADS simulation and
model calculations
For both the calculated and simulated case, the beamformer output signal
voltage is given by vout = 2.396e12∠0◦ V. The magnitude of both the output
signal and noise voltages are very large due to the large magnitude of the
beamformer coeﬃcients. In order to achieve output voltages and powers in
orders of magnitude that processors such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) can handle, the beamformer coeﬃcients can be scaled by orders of
magnitude, eg [w˜′] = A[w˜], A = 1 × 10−12. As this scaling factor is applied
to both the signal and noise voltages, it would not change the ratio and thus
the output SNR will stay the same. Figures 3.10 to 3.13 show a comparison
of the calculated and simulated noise voltages at each node and ﬁgures 3.14
to 3.17 show a comparison of the calculated and simulated signal voltages at
each node. The black line is the calculated model response while the coloured
lines are the ADS simulated response. The red line shows the design done at
f = 5 GHz, the blue line at f = 5.5 GHz and the purple line at f = 6 GHz.
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(a) Channel 1 (b) Channel 2
(c) Channel 3 (d) Channel 4
Figure 3.10: Calculated (black) and simulated (coloured) noise voltages for
each channel at array ports
(a) Channel 1 (b) Channel 2
(c) Channel 3 (d) Channel 4
Figure 3.11: Calculated (black) and simulated (coloured) noise voltages [V]
for each channel after matching sections
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(a) Channel 1 (b) Channel 2
(c) Channel 3 (d) Channel 4
Figure 3.12: Calculated (black) and simulated (coloured) noise voltages [V]
for each channel at the LNA outputs
Figure 3.13: Calculated (black) and simulated (coloured) noise voltages [V] at
beamformer output
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(a) Channel 1 (b) Channel 2
(c) Channel 3 (d) Channel 4
Figure 3.14: Calculated (black) and simulated (coloured) signal voltages [V]
for each channel at array ports
(a) Channel 1 (b) Channel 2
(c) Channel 3 (d) Channel 4
Figure 3.15: Calculated (black) and simulated (coloured) signal voltages [V]
for each channel after matching sections
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(a) Channel 1 (b) Channel 2
(c) Channel 3 (d) Channel 4
Figure 3.16: Calculated (black) and simulated (coloured) signal voltages [V]
for each channel at the LNA outputs
Figure 3.17: Calculated (black) and simulated (coloured) signal voltages [V]
at beamformer output
The coloured lines correspond to values simulated in ADS while the black
lines correspond to the values predicted by the theoretical model. The x-axis
represents a sweep in the simulation frequency. The matrix indexing in ADS
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for parameter swept variables lead to diﬀerences between the models at oﬀ-
diagonal indices. fsim1fdesign1 fsim1fdesign2 fsim1fdesign3fsim2fdesign1 fsim2fdesign2 fsim2fdesign3
fsim3fdesign1 fsim3fdesign2 fsim3fdesign3

On the main diagonal, the design frequency equals the simulation frequency
and the results must be equal, as seen in ﬁgures 3.10 to 3.17. The coloured
lines show how the circuit would respond over a frequency bandwidth while the
black lines show the circuit response for a single frequency design. To have the
theoretical model predict the same values as the ADS simulation model over a
frequency band, instead of recalculating the impedances for the model at each
frequency, the frequency dependence of the matching section must be modeled
with the physical length of each stub held ﬁxed. The frequency dependent
reactance of each series stub is then given by
jXseries =
{
−jZ0 cot(βl), for open-circuit stubs
jZ0 tan(βl), for short-circuit stubs
The reactance of each shunt stub is given by
jBshunt =
{
jY0 tan(βl), for open-circuit stubs
−jY0 cot(βl), for short-circuit stubs
The signal-no-noise and noise-no-signal active impedances at f = 5.5 GHz are
shown as calculated and simulated in table 3.3.
Calculated vs Simulated Signal Active Impedances [Ω] at f = 5.5 GHz
Calculated Zacts Simulated Zacts Calculated Zactn Simulated Zactn
Ch. 1 33.348∠39.94◦ 33.348∠39.94◦ 76.545∠−22.32◦ 76.545∠−22.32◦
Ch. 2 65.591∠22.61◦ 65.591∠22.61◦ 76.510∠−22.38◦ 76.510∠−22.38◦
Ch. 3 76.554∠9.58◦ 76.554∠9.58◦ 76.708∠−22.16◦ 76.708∠−22.16◦
Ch. 4 69.869∠22.10◦ 69.869∠22.10◦ 76.622∠−22.12◦ 76.622∠−22.12◦
Table 3.3: Comparison between signal and noise active impedances for ADS
simulation and model calculations
The signal power and noise power simulated in ADS compared to the cal-
culated value at each node is shown in tables 3.4 and 3.5 and the comparison
between the simulated and calculated SNR at each node is shown in table 3.6.
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Calculated vs Simulated Noise Powers [W] at f = 5.5 GHz
Cal Ch. 1 Sim Ch.1
Array Port −3.900e− 13 −3.900e− 13
Pre Ampliﬁer 6.995e− 13 6.995e− 13
Post Ampliﬁer 1.280e− 11 1.280e− 11
Cal Ch. 2 Sim Ch.2
Array Port −3.898e− 13 −3.898e− 13
Pre Ampliﬁer 6.998e− 13 6.998e− 13
Post Ampliﬁer 1.281e− 11 1.281e− 11
Cal Ch. 3 Sim Ch.3
Array Port −3.900e− 13 −3.900e− 13
Pre Ampliﬁer 6.996e− 13 6.996e− 13
Post Ampliﬁer 1.280e− 11 1.280e− 11
Cal Ch. 4 Sim Ch.4
Array Port −3.913e− 13 −3.913e− 13
Pre Ampliﬁer 7.002e− 13 7.002e− 13
Post Ampliﬁer 1.282e− 11 1.282e− 11
Table 3.4: Comparison between node noise powers for ADS simulation and
model calculations
Calculated vs Simulated Signal Powers [W] at f = 5.5 GHz
Cal Ch. 1 Sim Ch.1
Array Port −0.034 −0.034
Pre Ampliﬁer 0.015 0.015
Post Ampliﬁer 0.275 0.275
Cal Ch. 2 Sim Ch.2
Array Port −0.237 −0.237
Pre Ampliﬁer 0.111 0.111
Post Ampliﬁer 2.027 2.027
Cal Ch. 3 Sim Ch.3
Array Port −0.255 −0.255
Pre Ampliﬁer 0.118 0.118
Post Ampliﬁer 2.168 2.168
Cal Ch. 4 Sim Ch.4
Array Port −0.257 −0.257
Pre Ampliﬁer 0.186 0.186
Post Ampliﬁer 3.405 3.405
Table 3.5: Comparison between node signal powers for ADS simulation and
model calculations
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Calculated vs Simulated SNR at f = 5.5 GHz
Cal Ch. 1 Sim Ch.1
Array Port 8.783e10 8.783e10
Pre Ampliﬁer 2.145e10 2.145e10
Post Ampliﬁer 2.148e10 2.148e10
Cal Ch. 2 Sim Ch.2
Array Port 6.086e11 6.086e11
Pre Ampliﬁer 1.580e11 1.580e11
Post Ampliﬁer 1.582e11 1.582e11
Cal Ch. 3 Sim Ch.3
Array Port 6.533e11 6.533e11
Pre Ampliﬁer 1.690e11 1.690e11
Post Ampliﬁer 1.693e11 1.693e11
Cal Ch. 4 Sim Ch.4
Array Port 6.564e11 6.564e11
Pre Ampliﬁer 2.663e11 2.663e11
Post Ampliﬁer 2.656e11 2.656e11
Table 3.6: Comparison between node SNR for ADS simulation and model
calculations
At the beamformer output port, the noise power is given for both the
simulated and calculated cases by Pno = 8.118e10 W, while the signal power
is given for both the simulated and calculated cases by Pso = 5.739e22 W.
This corresponds to an SNR for both the simulated and calculated cases of
SNR = 7.070e11 = 118.494 dB.
In this section, signal and noise response models were derived in matrix form
without assuming any components, analogous across receiver channels, to be
identical. This allows freedom for components with diﬀering parameters to be
used to fulﬁll the criteria for impedance matching where the active impedance
of diﬀerent receiver channels vary greatly. The response models were formu-
lated in terms of transformation matrices which transform a source voltage
to a voltage referenced at other receiver nodes. The transformation matrices
were derived directly in terms of physical circuit impedances and admittan-
ces. The transformation matrices can be used to determine the signal or noise
correlation matrices at reference points of interest. The noise transformation
matrices are seen to elegantly relate the LNA two-port noise parameters to the
noise correlation matrices referenced at points throughout the receiver. The
theoretically predicted values from the mathematical model were conﬁrmed
using a premium circuit simulation software package. A tool like MATLAB
which posesses powerful optimization and solver functions and the ability to
script functions can then be used to optimize the receiver performance directly
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in terms of physical impedances and admittances thanks to the transformation
matrices, with more control than the proprietary optimizer tools available in
a software package such as ADS.
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Noise Matching Criteria and
Active Impedance Approximation
4.1 Active Impedance
It was shown in section 2.5.1 that the noise performance of a system is deter-
mined by the matching to the active impedances of the array. This process
is called noise matching. When an antenna array is excited, the coupling be-
tween array elements causes currents to be induced on the ports of each other
element. These induced currents change the eﬀective impedance seen into the
array. As discussed before, the ratio of the voltage across any given port to the
current ﬂowing into the port is then deﬁned as the active impedance at that
port. The active impedance varies as the array is driven to scan into diﬀerent
directions and diﬀers for the signal-no-noise and noise-no-signal cases. For
each case the port voltage excitation must be determined so that the active
impedance can be calculated as a weighted ratio of the antenna impedance
parameters.
4.1.1 Analytical Form Signal-no-Noise case
For each matching network topology, the signal active impedance can be de-
termined for the open circuit excitation voltage vector ˜[es] and the source port
signal transformation matrix [Tx] by solving the equation
[Y˜acts ] = [Z˜acts ]
−1
= [vsd ]
−1[Y ][v˜s]
[v˜s] = [Tx][e˜s]
The entries of the N × N diagonal matrix [vsd ] are that of the port signal
voltage vector [v˜s]. [Tx] is given for each topology by equations 3.3 and 3.7 to
3.11. The signal active impedance is dependent on the spatially varying signal
voltage response and thus also varies as a function of φ and θ.
56
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4.1.2 Analytical Form Noise-no-Signal case
In the case of the noise active impedance, the impedance is determined by
solving the equation
[Y˜actn ] = [Z˜actn ]
−1
= [vnd ]
−1[Y ][v˜n]
[v˜n] = diag
([
[Tz][Ix][Tz]
† + [Ts]
[
[Ex] + [Eext(φ, θ)]
]
[Ts]
†]1/2)
In equation 4.1.2, † denotes the complex conjugate transpose, [Ix] the LNA
port input noise current correlation matrix, [Ex] the antenna source port noise
voltage correlation matrix from Twiss's Theorem and [Eext] the external noise
source voltage correlation matrix as shown in ﬁgure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Reference planes for noise correlation matrices in receiver
In the case of an isotropic external noise source, the noise active impedance
does not vary as a function of φ and θ as the internally generated antenna
and ampliﬁer noise sources are spatially invariant. The entries of the N × N
diagonal matrix [vnd ] are given by the port noise voltage vector [v˜n]. The
source port noise transformation matrices [Tz] and [Ts] their respective post-
matching section noise transformation matrices [T ′z] and [T
′
s] are given for each
topology by equations 3.18 and 3.30 to 3.41.
4.1.3 Magnitude of Active Reﬂection Coeﬃcient
As the active impedance is a mathematical ratio and not a physical impedance,
it is possible for the ratio to be such that the magnitude of the associated source
reﬂection coeﬃcient will go above unity.
|Γs| > 1
This corresponds to a negative real part of the source active impedance. Be-
cause Ohm's Law requires the ratio of the voltage across and the current
through a resistor to be related by R = V/I, at ﬁrst glance this can seem
counter-intuitive as for a passive device, the resistance must be positive. Con-
sidering the active reﬂection coeﬃcient in terms of signals applied to and re-
ceived from a coupled antenna element, [37], for a phased array the active
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reﬂection coeﬃcient of the m-th channel of an N channel array is given by
Γmact =
∞∑
n=−∞
smne
−jnα (4.1)
Where α is the angle of the voltage phasor excitation for the channel. It is seen
that an α can possibly be chosen such that the s-parameters add constructively
so that the magnitude of the resulting active reﬂection coeﬃcient becomes
larger than unity. In addition, for a general array, it will be shown that the
ratio of the magnitudes of the excitations voltages are not necessarily equal.
In the case of the QMA, as the array is scanned over φ and θ, the open circuit
voltages excited at the ports of the antenna have spatially varying magnitudes
due to the non-isotropic gain pattern of each antenna element as well as the
excitation source. The corresponding active impedance is given, with im and
ik the currents ﬂowing into the m-th and and k-th array port respectively, by
zactsm =
1
im
N∑
k=1
zmkik
In such an event, the ratio of the port currents can be such that the real part
of the active impedance is negative, even if the angle of the excitations α is not
chosen to create constructive interference. If the active reﬂection coeﬃcient is
deﬁned as the ratio of the voltage wave received by the channel to the voltage
wave applied as in 4.1, the ratio of the corresponding powers received from and
applied to a channel is given by |Γact|2. In order to satisfy the conservation of
energy, it is required that
|Γacttot|2 ≤ N
where Γacttot is the total active reﬂection coeﬃcient for the N -port array, as
shown in Appendix D. A real receiver system thus would allow a given channel
to have an active reﬂection coeﬃcient with magnitude greater than unity at
an angle, but the other channels will compensate by having active reﬂection
coeﬃcients with smaller magnitudes at the same angle. The magnitude of
the reﬂection coeﬃcient of a channel can be lowered by increasing the spacing
between elements of an antenna array, [32]. Negative source resistance must
be kept in mind during receiver design as at these points, such as the noise
ﬁgure in equation 4.2, break down.
F = Fmin +
Rn
Gs
|Ys − Ysopt|2 (4.2)
Equation 4.2 assumes a positive source resistance or corresponding conduc-
tance, Gs > 0. If the conductance is smaller than 0, equation 4.2 implies that
the ampliﬁer would operate at a noise ﬁgure smaller than its minimum noise
ﬁgure Fmin and possibly at a negative noise ﬁgure F . The negative resistance
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observed in actively scanned antenna arrays is diﬀerent than the negative dif-
ferential resistances observed in active, non-linear devices such as S-shape and
N-shape resistors [38], resonant tunneling diodes [39], barrier diodes [40] and
ﬁeld eﬀect transistors [41]-[42].
4.2 Approximation Method for Active
Impedance
The signal active impedance for a single channel of a network consisting of an
N -port array with no matching section introduced, scanned over φ and θ, is
shown in ﬁgure 4.2. Although the signal active impedances, seen looking into
the antenna ports, vary over φ, θ and frequency, only one physical matching
network can be introduced between the terminals of the antenna array and the
LNA input ports.
Figure 4.2: Zacts for a Quad Mode Antenna channel at a single frequency
scanned in range φ ∈ [0◦, 358◦], θ ∈ [0◦, 90◦]
Amatching network will eﬀectively transform the LNA optimal noise source
impedance Zsopt to a new optimal impedance value Zs′opt as shown in ﬁgure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Transformation of Zsopt to Z
′
sopt in receiver
As the network is ﬁxed, the choice of Z ′sopt becomes an exceedingly diﬃcult
design choice. Various strategies have been proposed for this. Some of the most
important of these techniques are the Stochastic Field Matching, Unknown
Field Matching, [43], Multibeam Average Noise Optimization techniques [18]
and Decoupling Networks [44].
Figure 4.4: Receiver model for Stochastic and Unknown Field Matched Arrays
The two ﬁeld matching techniques operate on the similar principal of spec-
ifying a load impedance in a receiver network, as shown in ﬁgure 4.4 , that will
achieve some output goal. Each load is speciﬁed in terms of a set of active im-
pedances [Z˜
(p)
act] which is observed under P sets of excitations, [v˜
(p)
o ] and [˜i(p)].
The Stochastic Field Match technique achieves maximum power transfer to
the load ZLm . Finding the load impedance that on average matches the active
impedances is done by minimizing the objective function
γz =
1
P
P∑
p=1
M∑
m=1
|ZLmi(P )m − Z(P )∗actmi(P )m |
2
(4.3)
where M is the number of array elements. Setting the derivative to zero with
respect to Z∗Lm and solving leads to a load impedance given, for the Stochastic
Field Matching technique, by
ZLm =
[
[ZA]
†[U ]
]
mm
Umm
(4.4)
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In equation 4.4, [ZA] refers to the antenna array Z-parameters, while
[U ] = [Y ]
1
P
P∑
p=1
˜
[v
(p)
o ]
˜
[v
(p)
o ]
†
[Y ]†
[Y ] =
[
[ZL] + [ZA]
]−1
[ZL] appears in [U ], thus equation 4.4 must be solved by ﬁrst initializing
ZLm = Z
∗
Amm
, then constructing [U ] and [Y ] and then iteratively solving equa-
tion 4.4 and updating [U ] and [Y ] until the solution converges. The matching
network for the m-th channel is determined as the network which transforms
the LNA input impedance to ZLm .
If the incident ﬁeld is completely unknown, a solution is to consider the array
as a transmitter, with [˜i] = [Y ][v˜s] and [v˜] = [ZA][˜i]. The array is excited with
voltage vs at the m-th port and zero voltage elsewhere. The input impedance
looking into the m-th port is calculated and the load impedance is chosen as
the conjugate of the input impedance
ZLm =
{[[ZA][Y ]]mm
Ymm
}∗
(4.5)
The load impedance is again solved iteratively as for the Stochastic Field
Matching technique and the matching network determined in terms of the
LNA input impedance.
Figure 4.5: Receiver array network model with decoupling network N
The antenna array will be decoupled, [44] if the combination of the decou-
pling network and multiport array has an impedance matrix of the form
[Z ′N ] =

z11 z12 0 0 · · · 0
z12 z22 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 z33 z43 · · · 0
0 0 z34 z44 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
 (4.6)
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Any antenna mutual impedances must be purely reactive to achieve lossless
decoupling. The impedance matrix of only the decoupling network can then
be calculated from the combined network impedance matrix as
[Z ′N ] =

z11 z12 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
z12 z22 0 −zA24 0 −zA26 · · · 0
0 0 z33 z43 0 0 · · · 0
0 −zA24 z34 z44 0 −zA46 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
 (4.7)
Once the array has been decoupled, an LNA load can be matched to the port
impedances.
Each of the discussed strategies to deal with the varying active impedance
has its drawbacks. The Stochastic and Unknown Field Matching techniques
rely on iterative solving of equations and calculation is thus slow and resource
intensive. They also focus on maximum power transfer, which corresponds
to non optimal noise matching. The decoupling network technique relies on
complex decoupling networks that have strict constraints such as the require-
ment that mutual impedance between array elements must be reactive. This
puts a constraint on the physical dimensions of the array and matching net-
work. The multibeam average cannot be beamformed for maximum SNR as
the beamformer coeﬃcients are required to be known to calculate the optimum
impedance.
A very simple and quick approach would be to simply calculate an average.
The averaging method considered is the geometric mean of a recursive calcu-
lated set of complex impedances. The goal of the algorithm is to pair entries
in the set with small and large magnitudes together so that the average of
each pair is close to the geometric mean of the set in order to diminish the
eﬀect that an outlying value in the set has on the average of the set. The
recursion can be done a varying number of times before the geometric mean
of the produced set is taken. Based on the position of the entry in the set,
the relative weight of the entry in the ﬁnal average can be shown to diﬀer.
The calculation of the recursive average is as follows. Suppose that a set of N
complex impedances ai exist, where N can be an even or odd integer.
A = [a1, a2, . . . , aN ]
The set of impedances is sorted in ascending order before the calculation of the
average. Complex numbers of the same magnitude are sorted with ascending
phase.
B = sort(A)
The entries of the set are then paired from the outside inward by adding two
entries and dividing by two to ﬁnd the average of the entries as an entry in
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the next set. If N is an odd number, the median of the set is taken as its own
average.
b′n =
bn + bN+1−n
2
, ∀ n ∈ N, n ≤ N
2
This produces a new set of complex impedances, A′, of length
⌈
N
2
⌉
. At this
point, this operation can be performed recursively until only one entry remains
and is taken as the recursive impedance of the set. The amount of times that
this operation has been performed will hereafter be referred to as the level of
the recursive average. The level of the recursive average is an integer in the
range
0 ≤ Lrec ≤ dlog2Ne
Lrec = 0 corresponds to the geometric mean of the set, while Lrec = dlog2Ne
corresponds to the fully recursively averaged mean of the set. In the case that
Lrec < dlog2Ne, the recursive average of the set is determined by taking the
geometric mean of the set after the recursive pairing has been performed Lrec
times.
Aavgrecursive =
1
M
M∑
n=1
b′′′...(Lrec)n , M =
⌈
N
2Lrec
⌉
Whether or not entries are re-sorted after each recursion level aﬀects the
weighting in the ﬁnal average. If the set is re-sorted at each level, the me-
dian entry possibly changes for each level. In sets with odd numbers the
median is weighted diﬀerently to the other entries. Therefore changing the
median changes the average. The recursive averages for Lrec = dlog2Ne and
Lrec = dlog2Ne− 1 will always be identical. The level of the recursive average
determines the speed of the operation where each of the Lrec levels have
⌈
N
2k
⌉
summation and multiplication operations for the k-th level. In the event that
N = 2k, where k is an integer in the range 0 ≤ Lrec ≤ dlog2Ne, the recursive
average of the set will be equal to the geometric mean of the set, regardless
of the level of recursion. This implies that for sets where, after a number of
iterations of recursion the number of entries in the set satisfy N = 2k, further
recursive calculations are unnecessary. Each data dimension must be averaged
over to yield a single output average value.
In order to illustrate the working and properties of the averaging method,
an example will be shown for N = 7 in Appendix C.
4.3 Iterative Point Noise Figure Search
The noise ﬁgure search is an extension of the concept of noise matching using
the active impedance at a given angle. As a diﬀering active impedance can
be calculated for either the signal or noise only response, either the signal ac-
tive impedance or the noise active impedance can be matched to the optimal
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impedance of the LNA at one time. In the event that the noise active impe-
dance is spatially invariant due to an isotropic external noise distribution, the
noise active impedance will be a singular value. Firstly the LNA noise ﬁgure
equation, [45], is considered as shown in equation 4.8.
F (f, φ, θ) = Fmin(f) + 4
Rn(f)
Z0
|Γsact(f, φ, θ)− Γsopt(f)|2
(1− |Γsact(f, φ, θ)|2)|1 + Γsopt(f)|2
(4.8)
A matching network can be chosen to match the LNA optimal source reﬂec-
tion coeﬃcient, Γsopt to each value in the set of the active reﬂection coeﬃcient
Γsact . Then, looking into the matching network, Γ
′
sopt(f0) = Γs(f0, φ0, θ0). It
must be noted that introducing a matching network will change the set of ac-
tive source reﬂection coeﬃcients. When the optimum reﬂection coeﬃcient has
been matched, the noise ﬁgure can then be determined for each active source
reﬂection coeﬃcient value of the original set. This produces a noise curve for
each matched optimal reﬂection coeﬃcient, as shown in ﬁgure 4.6 for a two-
dipole array averaged over azimuthal scan angle along the horizon and scan
frequency.
The iterative point noise ﬁgure optimal impedance is determined by itera-
tively ﬁnding the maximum noise ﬁgure that the LNA will produce over the
set of active reﬂection coeﬃcients for every given transformed optimum source
reﬂection coeﬃcient, and then selecting the optimum source impedance that
minimizes the maximum noise ﬁgure. This can therefore be viewed as a mini-
max optimization and will produce the smallest maximum noise ﬁgure.
(a) Lrec1 = 0, Lrec2 = 0 Average (b) Lrec1 = dlog2M1e , Lrec2 =
dlog2M2e
Figure 4.6: Noise ﬁgure curves for a two-dipole array scanned over frequency
and azimuth along θ = 90◦
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The optimum source impedance selection is subject to two restrictions. Firstly,
the real part of the optimum impedance, R′sopt must be larger than 0 to ensure
real behaviour of the LNA device. Secondly, each channel of the receiver
must have its optimum impedance selected so that the real parts R′sopt for all
channels are simultaneously either smaller, equal to, or larger than Rsopt . In
other words,
either R′soptm > Rsoptm , ∀ m = [1, 2, · · · , N ]
or R′soptm = Rsoptm , ∀ m = [1, 2, · · · , N ]
or R′soptm < Rsoptm , ∀ m = [1, 2, · · · , N ]
This is that each channel can have the same matching network topology to
yield purely imaginary, diagonal [jX1d ] and [jX2d ] matrices. Attempting to
solve the closed form expressions for matching section reactances will lead to
complex reactance values for X1d and X2d if the second R
′
sopt condition is not
obeyed. The criteria is thus as shown by equations 4.9.
Series-Shunt: 0 < R′sopt < Rsopt (4.9a)
Shunt-Series: R′sopt > Rsopt (4.9b)
Single-Series: R′sopt = Rsopt (4.9c)
As noted previously, inserting a matching network section between the an-
tenna and LNA terminals of each channel changes the active impedance seen
looking into the antenna terminals from the active impedance in the absence
of the matching network. It is therefore possible that even though the design
algorithm attempts to match to the active impedance at a given angle, the op-
timum noise match, resulting in a noise ﬁgure of F = Fmin can either occur at
another angle, or not occur at all. In the event that an optimum noise match
is not obtained, it can still however be possible to achieve a match close to the
optimum if the change in active impedance is small. A method to quantify the
similarity between the array active impedance with and without the match-
ing section is therefore required. With some pre-processing, the Structural
Similarity Index can be used as a quantitative measure.
4.4 Source Impedance Match Parameter Sweep
The previously discussed methods and criteria for impedance noise matching
all consider points that are included in the set of values generated as signal or
noise active impedances through the operation of the antenna, or mathematical
averages thereof. It is important to note that unless a large set of approximated
data points is considered, these approaches can lead to the case where large
areas on the Smith chart are not considered as options for source impedance
matching, as shown in ﬁgure 4.7. It is therefore of interest to do a parameter
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sweep on |Γ′sopt| and ∠Γ′sopt in ﬁne enough steps to sample the unconsidered
areas of the Smith chart. This can be viewed as a brute-force search of all
available matching conditions.
Figure 4.7: Approximated Zacts for a Quad Mode Antenna channel without
parameter sweep considered
The techniques discussed above must be repeated for each channel of the
receiver and will be used in the following section to design an optimum noise
matching network for the QMA.
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Application to Quad-Mode
Antenna
5.1 Introduction
In this section, the previously discussed methods will be used to design a re-
ceiver for a Quad Mode Antenna that uses four antenna elements in an array to
achieve hemispherical gain patterns. Design considerations and methodology
will be put forth and conﬁrmed using professional simulation software. This
will be the ﬁrst instance of an optimal noise matching design for the QMA.
5.2 Design of MIMO Antenna Array
5.2.1 Four Channel Quad Mode Antenna at f=5.5 GHz
A four element quad-mode antenna (QMA), fed with quadraxial transmission
lines, is considered as the source array for the antenna receiver [19]. The
antenna array achieves near hemispherical coverage and can be described using
its multi-mode S-,Y- or Z-parameters. The single-ended (SE) parameters can
be obtained through simulation in CST Microwave Studio Suite 2018, and to
determine the multi-mode (MM) parameters, the transforms [46]
[SMM ] =
[
[Mc] + [Ms][S
SE]
][
[Ms] + [Mc][S
SE]
]−1
(5.1)
[Ms] =
1
2
[ZMM ]−
1
2 [Kv][ZSE]
1
2 +
1
2
[ZMM ]
1
2 [Ki][ZSE]−
1
2 (5.2)
[Mc] =
1
2
[ZMM ]−
1
2 [Kv][ZSE]
1
2 − 1
2
[ZMM ]
1
2 [Ki][ZSE]−
1
2 (5.3)
can be used, where [ZMM ] and [ZSE] are diagonal matrices containing the
67
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characteristic impedances of the ports, and
[Kv] =

1
2
1
2
−1
2
−1
2
1
2
−1
2
−1
2
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
−1
2
1
2
−1
2
 (5.4)
[Ki] =

1
2
1
2
−1
2
−1
2
1
2
−1
2
−1
2
1
2
1 1 1 1
1
2
−1
2
1
2
−1
2
 (5.5)
For the purposes of this design, the QMA is simulated in the wiﬁ band be-
tween f = 5 GHz and f = 6 GHz, with the single frequency stub reactance
calculations done at the center frequency of f = 5.5 GHz. The port numbering
sequence for the QMA as simulated in CST, is shown in ﬁgure 5.1.
(a) Numbering of ports in QMA (b) QMA in CST software
Figure 5.1: QMA in simulation software
For the ports as shown in ﬁgure 5.1, the single-ended S-parameters over
frequency for the QMA is then as in ﬁgure 5.2.
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(a) |s1m(f)|
(b) ∠s1m(f)
Figure 5.2: Array S-parameters s1m for channel 1 over frequency
For channels k ∈ [2, 4], the forms of skm are the same as shown in ﬁgure 5.2,
with the indices changing to have the ports adjacent to k be represented by the
red and purple curves and the opposite port represented by the yellow curve
while the blue curve represents the kth port. This is due to the geometrical
symmetry and proves the reciprocity of the antenna array. The electric far-
ﬁeld patterns for each channel as well as the array far-ﬁeld pattern are shown
over φ and θ in ﬁgure 5.3.
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(a) |E1(φ, θ)| (b) |E2(φ, θ)| (c) |E3(φ, θ)| (d) |E4(φ, θ)|
(e) |Etotal(φ, θ)| for
unity excitation at
all ports
Figure 5.3: Model farﬁelds per channel and full array at frequency f = 5.5
GHz
5.2.2 Inﬁneon BFP842ESD Low Noise Ampliﬁer
The Inﬁneon BFP842ESD LNA was selected as the LNAs for the receiver.
Inﬁneon was selected as it provides complete SPICE models and S-parameter
touchstone ﬁles containing noise parameter information for simulation pur-
poses over wide frequency ranges (300 MHz to 10 GHz), containing all the
information necessary to do a software or theoretical model based design. Fur-
thermore, the BFP842ESD LNA input reﬂection coeﬃcient magnitude exhibits
a minimum between f = 5 GHz and f = 6 GHz which translates to low re-
ﬂections in the frequency band of interest. While the C-band (f = 4 GHz to
f = 8 GHz) s21 is much lower than the UHF band (f = 0.3 GHz to f = 3 GHz
s21, the forward voltage gain magnitude decreases at a slow rate in the C band,
which ensures a more constant voltage gain over frequency. Between f = 5
GHz and f = 6 GHz, the noise parameters also exhibit good stability, which
means that achieving an optimal match at f = 5.5 GHz can translate to good
noise matching performance over the entire frequency range of interest. This is
oﬀset by the frequency dependency of the active impedance and the matching
network however. At a bias of VCE = 2 V, IC = 15 mA, the S-parameters and
two-port noise parameters over frequency are as shown in ﬁgure 5.4 and table
5.1.
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(a) |s11(f)| and |s22(f)| (b) ∠s11(f) and ∠s22(f)
(c) |s12(f)| (d) ∠s12(f)
(e) |s21(f)| (f) ∠s21(f)
Figure 5.4: LNA S-parameters over frequency
Inﬁneon BFP842ESD
f(GHz) |s11| |s22| Fmin(dB) Γopt Rn(Ω)
5 0.0630 0.3856 0.90 0.13∠-112◦ 4.5
5.5 0.0647 0.3867 1.01 0.15∠-109◦ 5
6 0.0787 0.3945 1.11 0.15∠-106◦ 5.5
Table 5.1: Inﬁneon BFP842ESD parameters between f = 5 GHz and f = 6
GHz
Using the K −∆ test for unconditional ampliﬁer stability [45], at f = 5.5
GHz, it can be shown that for the LNA parameters as given in table 5.1.
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K =
1− |s11|2 − |s22|2 + |∆|2
2|s12s21| = 1.1723 > 1 (5.6)
|∆| = |s11s22 − s12s21| = 0.4743 < 1 (5.7)
The BFP842ESD ampliﬁer provides its best gain characteristics at low
frequencies, but still exhibits strong low noise performance, unconditional sta-
bility at the bias conditions for the operating frequency and low input and
output reﬂections at high frequencies, while being cost eﬃcient and was thus
selected.
5.2.3 Determining of Active Impedance
For the LNA parameters as given in table 5.1, a noise bandwidth of B =
100 MHz and a LNA termination load ZL = 50 Ω, from the noise theory
fundamentals, the correlation admittance, Yc, LNA input admittance, yina
and the ampliﬁer noise sources en and iu can be determined over frequency as
shown in table 5.2.
Noise Theory Fundamental Values
f(GHz) Yc(S) yina(S) |en|2(V2) |iu|2(A2)
5 0.0067∠-51.29◦ 0.0192∠6.86◦ 7.456× 10−12 3.277× 10−15
5.5 0.0079∠-50.57◦ 0.0194∠7.19◦ 8.284× 10−12 3.491× 10−15
6 0.0084∠-47.25◦ 0.0196∠8.94◦ 9.112× 10−12 3.650× 10−15
Table 5.2: Values for admittances and sources from noise theory fundamentals
5.2.3.1 Signal-no-Noise case Excitation and Active Impedance
From antenna theory, [47] the open circuit port voltages at the terminals of
an antenna that is illuminated by an incident electric ﬁeld can be determined
in terms of the eﬀective antenna length vector leff .
voc(r, φ, θ) = leff ·Einc(r, φ, θ) (5.8)
The antenna eﬀective length can be related to the known radiated farﬁeld of
the antenna, [31], by the equation
Efar(r, φ, θ) =
−jηkIin
4pir
e−jkrleff (φ, θ) (5.9)
Taking the source as a Hertzian dipole in free space, the incident electric
farﬁeld is approximately equal to only its θ component, given by the equation
Eθ =
jηIo∆lk
4pir
e−jkr sin θ (5.10)
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I0∆l can be chosen and the dipole orientated so that the Hertzian dipole z-axis
is always perpendicular to the r vector between the source and observation
points. This causes the sin θ factor in equation 5.10 to vanish. The single
ended open circuit port voltages for each channel can be determined and the
magnitudes are as shown in ﬁgure 5.5.
(a) |voc1(φ, θ)| (b) |voc2(φ, θ)|
(c) |voc3(φ, θ)| (d) |voc4(φ, θ)|
Figure 5.5: Array |vocm(φ, θ)| at f = 5.5 GHz
For the receiver model without a matching network selected and the circuit
parameters as described, at f = 5.5 GHz, the signal source port transformation
matrix [Txnm ] is then given by equation 3.2 as seen in equation 5.11.
[Txnm ]=

0.5852∠4.681◦ 0.0152∠−81.94◦ 0.0823∠−81.67◦ 0.0151∠−82.92◦
0.0152∠−81.94◦ 0.5854∠4.679◦ 0.0152∠−83.23◦ 0.0825∠−81.80◦
0.0823∠−81.67◦ 0.0152∠−83.23◦ 0.5858∠4.712◦ 0.0150∠−82.65◦
0.0151∠−82.92◦ 0.0825∠−81.80◦ 0.0150∠−82.65◦ 0.5856∠4.739◦

(5.11)
It can be seen from [Txnm ] that the oﬀ-diagonal elements of the transfor-
mation network are identical, as expected for a symmetric antenna array. The
port loaded circuit voltage can then be found by using
[v˜s] = [Txnm ][e˜s]
where [e˜s] = [v˜oc]. The port impressed voltages for the unmatched receiver
case at f = 5.5 GHz can then be seen in ﬁgure 5.6.
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(a) |vsnm1 (φ, θ)| (b) |vsnm2 (φ, θ)|
(c) |vsnm3 (φ, θ)| (d) |vsnm4 (φ, θ)|
Figure 5.6: Array |vsnmk (φ, θ)| at f = 5.5 GHz
It can be seen that the port voltages are similar to the open-circuit volt-
ages but the curves are less smooth. The peaks in the voltage curves also
lead to exaggerated peaks in the active impedance. The active impedance is
determined through the equation
[Z˜acts ] = [Y˜acts ]
−1
=
[
[vsd ]
−1[Y ][v˜s]
]−1
The active impedance for each channel as calculated for an unmatched
receiver at f = 5.5 GHz over the space φ ∈ [0◦, 358◦], and θ ∈ [0◦, 90◦] is
shown in ﬁgure 5.7.
5.2.3.2 Noise-no-Signal case Excitation and Active Impedance
The temperature of the receiver network includes all external noise sources,
the environment and the lossy receiver. In the absence of interfering external
noise sources, the excited port noise voltage is a function only of the antenna
array and receiver. For a reciprocal array, zmk = zkm, so that Twiss's theorem
as seen in equation 3.21 simpliﬁes to
[Ex] = 4kBTB[R] (5.12)
where [R] is the real part of the antenna impedance parameter matrix. For
the array as given, at f = 5.5 GHz, the noise voltage transformation matrix
[Ts] then becomes
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(a) Zacts1 (φ, θ) (b) Zacts2 (φ, θ)
(c) Zacts3 (φ, θ) (d) Zacts4 (φ, θ)
Figure 5.7: Unmatched array Zactsk (φ, θ) at f = 5.5 GHz
[Tsnm ]=

0.4195∠−6.54◦ 0.0152∠98.065◦ 0.0823∠98.331◦ 0.0151∠97.085◦
0.0152∠98.065◦ 0.4193∠−6.54◦ 0.0152∠96.772◦ 0.0825∠98.196◦
0.0823∠98.331◦ 0.0152∠96.772◦ 0.4190∠−6.60◦ 0.0150∠97.347◦
0.0151∠97.085◦ 0.0825∠98.196◦ 0.0150∠97.347◦ 0.4192∠−6.63◦

(5.13)
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The noise current transformation matrix [Tz] is also given by
[Tznm ]=

30.186∠−2.51◦ 0.785∠−89.122◦ 4.245∠−88.855◦ 0.778∠−90.101◦
0.785∠−89.122◦ 30.198∠−2.51◦ 0.784∠−90.414◦ 4.254∠−88.991◦
4.245∠−88.855◦ 0.784∠−90.414◦ 30.217∠−2.47◦ 0.774∠−89.840◦
0.778∠−90.101◦ 4.254∠−88.991◦ 0.774∠−89.840◦ 30.205∠−2.45◦

(5.14)
The source port noise correlation matrix [Rn] can then be calculated and
by taking the element-wise square root of the main diagonal, the expected
source port noise voltage. The expected noise active impedance can then be
determined as
[Z˜actn ] = [Y˜actn ]
−1
=
[
[vnd ]
−1[Y ][v˜n]
]−1
=

76.56∠−22.28◦
76.52∠−22.36◦
76.69∠−22.21◦
76.61∠−22.14◦
 (5.15)
5.2.3.3 Active Reﬂection Coeﬃcient Magnitude
As can be seen in ﬁgure 5.7, as the antenna is scanned over φ and θ the active
impedance periodically falls outside the boundaries of the Smith chart. For
the case of the unmatched QMA, the regions over space, where the diﬀerential
resistance of each channel becomes negative are shown for each channel in
ﬁgure 5.8 with the red markers indicating points with |Γsactk | > 1.
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(a) |Γacts1 (φ, θ)| (b) |Γacts2 (φ, θ)|
(c) |Γacts3 (φ, θ)| (d) |Γacts4 (φ, θ)|
Figure 5.8: |Γactsk (φ, θ)| at f = 5.5 GHz for each channel, red indicates |Γacts| >
1
It can be observed from ﬁgure 5.8 that at an angle where a given channel
active reﬂection coeﬃcient magnitude is larger than unity, for each such chan-
nel at least one of the other channels exhibit an active reﬂection coeﬃcient
with a small magnitude to compensate.
5.2.3.4 Interpreting of Signal- and Noise Active Impedances
Due to the separation of the signal-no-noise and noise-no-signal cases and
mathematical calculations, two distinct active impedances have arisen. The
signal active impedance is a spatially variable active impedance dependent on
the external signal of interest, while the noise active impedance is assumed
spatially invariable and is dependent only on the internal receiver and antenna
behaviour. In real operation, only one matching network can be implemented
however, so it becomes of interest to consider what the practical meaning of
each active impedance is and what matching to the speciﬁc impedance implic-
itly attempts to do.
Considering the noise ﬁgure of an ampliﬁer, it is known that
FLNA =
SNRi
SNRo
=
Psi
Pni
Pno
Pso
It is thus clear that in order to manipulate the noise ﬁgure, the signal
power Ps can be optimized with the noise power Pn taken as is, or vice versa.
During the construction of the signal-no-noise case, the noise sources in the
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receiver were explicitly made zero. This, in eﬀect, creates a solution where the
noise ﬁgure is optimized in terms of the signals of interest by implementing
an ideal match by focusing on the signal power, Ps. The noise power, Pn, will
then constrict itself to maximize the output SNR. Conversely in the noise-no-
signal case, the noise ﬁgure is optimized by focusing on the noise power Pn to
maximize the output SNR.
5.2.4 Matching Topology Selection and SNR
Performance
The various approaches discussed in chapters 2 and 3 can be applied to the
signal active impedance to determine a single impedance value for each channel
to which the LNA Zsopt can be matched. Once the impedance has been deter-
mined, a matching network topology can be selected based on the criteria as
set forth in equations 4.9. The unmatched max SNR beamformer output SNR
as the array is scanned is plotted in ﬁgure 5.9 for a receiver at temperature
T = 290 K. The elevation angle θ is plotted along the radial distance and the
azimuth angle φ is plotted around the circumference of the circle. Only values
in the space φ ∈ [0◦, 358◦], θ ∈ [0◦, 90◦] are plotted, as below the horizontal
ground plane, the antenna gain is zero. Selected plots over φ and θ for other
matching criteria can be seen in Figure 5.13. All plots have an input signal
power level of Ps = 0.1328 W.
Figure 5.9: QMA SNRounmatched(φ, θ) [dB] at f = 5.5 GHz
5.2.4.1 Noise Active Impedance Direct Match
Due to the isotropic external noise distribution nature, the noise active impe-
dance is a singular value and therefore can directly be matched to using the
appropriate topology. The noise active impedances and optimal noise source
impedance are given at f = 5.5 GHz for the unmatched case by
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[Z˜actn ] =

76.56∠−22.28◦
76.52∠−22.36◦
76.69∠−22.21◦
76.61∠−22.14◦

[Z˜sopt ] =

45.43∠−16.18◦
45.43∠−16.18◦
45.43∠−16.18◦
45.43∠−16.18◦

Note that Ractnm > Rsopt for each channel, so a Shunt-Series matching network
topology must be implemented. Attempting to match [Z˜sopt ] to [Z˜actn ] using a
Series-Shunt topology will result in complex reactance matrices for j[X1d ] and
j[X2d ]. It is known [45] that for open circuited shunt stubs and short circuited
series stubs respectively, the corresponding susceptance and reactance values
in terms of the line characteristic impedance Z0 and the electric length βl is
given by
jBshuntopen =jY0 tan βl (5.16a)
jXseriesshort =jZ0 tan βl (5.16b)
It can be seen from equations 5.16 that complex reactances cannot physi-
cally be realized using stub lines for real valued characteristic impedances Z0,
hence the Shunt-Series topology must be selected. The reactance matrices can
then be calculated at f = 5.5 GHz as
j[X1d ] =

154.06∠−90◦ 0 0 0
0 154.55∠−90◦ 0 0
0 0 153.49∠−90◦ 0
0 0 0 153.32∠−90◦

(5.17)
j[X2d ] =

28.644∠−90◦ 0 0 0
0 28.646∠−90◦ 0 0
0 0 28.698∠−90◦ 0
0 0 0 28.634∠−90◦

(5.18)
The corresponding transformation matrices [Tx], [Ts] and [Tz] are then given
by
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[Tx] =

0.378∠−5.85◦ 0.014∠116.32◦ 0.084∠116.36◦ 0.014∠115.06◦
0.014∠116.36◦ 0.378∠−5.83◦ 0.014∠114.75◦ 0.084∠116.24◦
0.084∠116.32◦ 0.014∠114.67◦ 0.377∠−5.95◦ 0.013∠115.44◦
0.014∠115.01◦ 0.084∠116.15◦ 0.013∠115.42◦ 0.377∠−6.02◦

(5.19)
[Ts] =

0.454∠146.89◦ 0.016∠−90.93◦ 0.101∠−90.89◦ 0.016∠−92.19◦
0.016∠−90.90◦ 0.454∠146.91◦ 0.016∠−92.51◦ 0.101∠−91.02◦
0.101∠−90.97◦ 0.016∠−92.63◦ 0.454∠146.75◦ 0.016∠−91.86◦
0.016∠−92.24◦ 0.101∠−91.10◦ 0.016∠−91.83◦ 0.454∠146.74◦

(5.20)
[Tz] =

27.06∠−0.501◦ 0.664∠−113.22◦ 4.073∠−113.26◦ 0.657∠−114.57◦
0.664∠−113.22◦ 27.08∠−0.478◦ 0.662∠−114.88◦ 4.084∠−113.40◦
4.075∠−113.30◦ 0.663∠−114.91◦ 27.08∠−0.518◦ 0.653∠−114.24◦
0.657∠−114.57◦ 4.084∠−113.39◦ 0.653∠−114.20◦ 27.08∠−0.518◦

(5.21)
As seen in ﬁgure 5.13, after matching, the shunt-series matching to noise
impedance criteria yields a maximum SNR at φmax = 308
◦, θmax = 20◦, of
SNRmaxshse = 81.149 dB (5.22)
5.2.4.2 Signal Active Impedance Averaging
The external noise source distribution is isotropic and therefore a singular
value for the noise impedance was determined, as in section 5.2.4.1. It is thus
only necessary to average the signal active impedance over φ and θ at the
operating frequency. As φ ∈ [0◦, 358◦] and θ ∈ [0◦, 90◦] and both are sampled
at every two degrees, this corresponds toMφ = 180 values andMθ = 46 values
respectively. The maximum level of recursion over each variable is thus
Lrecφ = dlog2Mφe = 8
Lrecθ = dlog2Mθe = 6
As the average is taken over Mtot = Mφ×Mθ = 8190 samples, it is reason-
able to expect that for such a large sample set, the average will not vary by
much if the majority of the values are closely spaced to each other, as seen in
ﬁgure 5.7. The set of impedances is re-sorted between every level of recursion.
Table 5.3 shows the averaged signal active impedance for each Lrecφ and Lrecθ
for k = 1.
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Recursively Averaged Active Impedance Values [Ω]
Lrecφ = 0 Lrecφ = 1 Lrecφ = 2
Lrecθ = 0 68.280∠6.33◦ 68.280∠6.33◦ 68.280∠6.33◦
Lrecθ = 1 68.311∠6.33◦ 68.311∠6.33◦ 68.311∠6.33◦
Lrecθ = 2 68.311∠6.33◦ 68.311∠6.33◦ 68.311∠6.33◦
Lrecθ = 3 68.416∠6.26◦ 68.416∠6.26◦ 68.416∠6.26◦
Lrecθ = 4 68.416∠6.26◦ 68.416∠6.26◦ 68.416∠6.26◦
Lrecθ = 5 68.287∠6.24◦ 68.287∠6.24◦ 68.287∠6.24◦
Lrecθ = 6 68.287∠6.24◦ 68.287∠6.24◦ 68.287∠6.24◦
Lrecφ = 3 Lrecφ = 4 Lrecφ = 5
Lrecθ = 0 68.269∠6.34◦ 68.261∠6.42◦ 68.261∠6.42◦
Lrecθ = 1 68.300∠6.34◦ 68.294∠6.42◦ 68.294∠6.42◦
Lrecθ = 2 68.300∠6.34◦ 68.294∠6.42◦ 68.294∠6.42◦
Lrecθ = 3 68.402∠6.27◦ 68.400∠6.18◦ 68.400∠6.18◦
Lrecθ = 4 68.402∠6.27◦ 68.400∠6.18◦ 68.400∠6.18◦
Lrecθ = 5 68.272∠6.24◦ 68.255∠6.11◦ 68.255∠6.11◦
Lrecθ = 6 68.272∠6.24◦ 68.255∠6.11◦ 68.255∠6.11◦
Lrecφ = 6 Lrecφ = 7 Lrecφ = 8
Lrecθ = 0 68.261∠6.42◦ 68.259∠6.39◦ 68.259∠6.39◦
Lrecθ = 1 68.294∠6.42◦ 68.290∠6.37◦ 68.290∠6.37◦
Lrecθ = 2 68.294∠6.42◦ 68.290∠6.37◦ 68.290∠6.37◦
Lrecθ = 3 68.400∠6.18◦ 68.389∠6.20◦ 68.389∠6.20◦
Lrecθ = 4 68.400∠6.18◦ 68.389∠6.20◦ 68.389∠6.20◦
Lrecθ = 5 68.255∠6.11◦ 68.257∠6.17◦ 68.257∠6.17◦
Lrecθ = 6 68.255∠6.11◦ 68.257∠6.17◦ 68.257∠6.17◦
Table 5.3: Signal Active Impedance Values Recursively Averaged over φ and θ
by Lrec
The optimum recursively averaged active impedance match occurs at multiple
values of Lrecφ and Lrecθ as shown in table 5.4, which corresponds to identical
averages as seen in table 5.3. All matches were implemented with a Shunt-
Series matching section.
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Lrecφ and Lrecθ and SNRmax
Lrecφ Lrecθ SNRmaxavg (dB)
7 1 81.1007
7 2 81.1007
8 1 81.1007
8 2 81.1007
Table 5.4: Lrecφ and Lrecθ Values for Best maximum SNR Using Averaging
For each of the combinations of Lrecφ and Lrecθ , the maximum SNR is
achieved at φ = 308◦, θ = 20◦. It should be clear that the diﬀerent averaging
levels produce almost identical results.
5.2.4.3 Self Impedance Matching
The LNA Γsopt was matched to the QMA self impedance at f = 5.5 GHz using
a Shunt-Series matching section. The vector [Z˜self ] is given by
[Z˜self ] =

Z11
Z22
Z33
Z44
 =

67.4533∠2.498◦
67.4884∠2.508◦
67.6067∠2.597◦
67.5147∠2.662◦

The maximum output SNR was achieved at φ = 308◦, θ = 20◦ with a value of
SNRmaxself = 81.1198 dB
5.2.4.4 Noise Figure Iterative Point Search
The optimal noise impedance of the LNA was varied through each value in
the set of active impedances for the unmatched case for each channel. The
maximum noise ﬁgure over φ and θ was then calculated with the LNA noise
ﬁgure equation. The minimum maximum noise ﬁgure was identiﬁed and the
corresponding optimal source impedance determined as Z ′sopt = Zactsnm (φ0, θ0).
Z ′sopt was then evaluated for each channel and frequency to determine whether
the majority of the real parts of the optimal noise impedances R′sopt satisfy the
criteria for Shunt-Series, Series-Shunt or Single-Series impedance matching.
This was done as the equations for the transformation matrices require each
channel to have the same topology for the matching network. The majority of
impedances required Series-Shunt matching, therefore if an optimal impedance
was found where R′sopt > Rsopt , the next smallest maximum noise ﬁgure would
be found and the new Z ′sopt determined iteratively until each channel conformed
to the requirement. If the optimal noise impedance had a negative real part,
a new Z ′sopt was also determined iteratively. This was necessary because any
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stub based match can only transform an impedance inside the Smith Chart
to another impedance inside the Smith Chart. The LNA Zsopt had a positive
real part and would thus correspond to a point inside the Smith Chart when
plotted. At f = 5.5 GHz, the set of optimal impedances produced by this
method is given by
[Z˜minmax] =

23.5439∠ 19.356◦
33.6605∠− 58.327◦
35.6916∠− 13.512◦
26.4608∠− 64.116◦

The introduction of the Series-Shunt matching network caused a diﬀerence
in the active impedance calculated for each scan angle. As seen for channel
1 from ﬁgure 5.10, Z ′sopt (red) does not match any point in the new set of
active impedances, Zactsminmax (blue), produced after the impedance matching.
Similar results are observed for each other channel. This implies that the LNAs
will not achieve a noise ﬁgure of F = Fmin at any scan angle.
(a) Full view (b) Zoomed in
Figure 5.10: Zactsminmax (φ, θ) and Z
′
sopt at f = 5.5 GHz for channel 1
To achieve a noise ﬁgure of F = Fmin at a desired scan angle, φ0, θ0, it is
necessary to simultaneously numerically solve the equations
[Z˜acts ] =
[
[vsd ]
−1[Y ][v˜s]
]−1
[v˜s] = [Txsesh ][e˜s(φ0, θ0)]
[Z ′soptd ] = j[X1d ] + j[X2d ][Zsoptd ]
[
j[X2d ] + [Zsoptd ]
]−1
[Zactsd ] = [Z
′
soptd
]
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The maximum output SNR was achieved at φ = 308◦, θ = 20◦ with a value of
SNRmaxminmax = 81.0072 dB
5.2.4.5 Γ′sopt Parameter Sweep
The optimal noise source reﬂection coeﬃcient was transformed to a new opti-
mum coeﬃcient Γ′sopt , where the value of Γ
′
sopt was swept in the ranges
|Γ′sopt| = [0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8]
∠Γ′sopt = [0
◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦, 180◦, 210◦, 240◦, 270◦, 300◦, 330◦]
For each channel, Γsopt was transformed to the same value of Γ
′
sopt . As each
channel had the same Γ′sopt , matching topology requirement diﬀerences between
channels was not a problem. Both Series-Shunt and Shunt-Series topologies
were implemented to perform the impedance matching. The transformed opti-
mum source impedances are plotted on the Smith Chart in ﬁgure 5.11 to show
the coverage of the Smith Chart.
Figure 5.11: Z ′soptsweep impedances
The maximum SNR for each value of Γ′sopt is shown in table 5.5
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Maximum SNR (dB) over φ and θ
∠Γ′sopt |Γ′sopt| = 0 |Γ′sopt| = 0.2 |Γ′sopt| = 0.4 |Γ′sopt| = 0.6 |Γ′sopt| = 0.8
0◦ 81.2117 81.093 80.935 80.7292 80.2801
30◦ 81.2117 81.0527 80.8058 80.4772 79.8522
60◦ 81.2117 81.0554 80.739 81.0127 80.3123
90◦ 81.2117 81.1244 81.1446 80.8616 80.1139
120◦ 81.2117 81.2211 81.0981 80.8017 80.0272
150◦ 81.2117 81.2196 81.0957 80.8099 80.0086
180◦ 81.2117 81.2251 81.1276 80.8717 80.066
210◦ 81.2117 81.2293 81.1776 80.9767 80.2237
240◦ 81.2117 81.2072 81.2155 81.0999 80.4859
270◦ 81.2117 81.1944 81.1611 81.1671 80.799
300◦ 81.2117 81.1951 81.1878 80.8107 80.9334
330◦ 81.2117 81.1495 81.0768 80.9765 80.6575
Table 5.5: SNRmaxsweep for each Γ
′
sopt
The scan angle at which each SNRmax is achieved is the same for all
values of Γ′sopt . The maximum SNR for the parameter sweep was achieved for
Γ′sopt = 0.2∠210◦. For Γ′sopt = 0.2∠210◦, the maximum SNR is achieved at
φ = 308◦, θ = 20◦ and has a value of
SNRmaxsweep = 81.2293 dB
5.2.4.6 Optimized Simplex Search Solution
An optimizer was implemented in MATLAB R2017a using the fminsearch
function. fminsearch is a direct search method that utilizes a simplex search
[48]. The function works by taking a starting point as argument and locally
searching iteratively around the point to minimize an error function. The
function can be set to terminate after the error function converges to a value
or after a number of iterations. An iteration is deﬁned as a function evalua-
tion that yields a smaller error function value than the current optimized value.
The function was set up to optimize the SNR by maximizing the minimum
SNR achived over the range φ ∈ [0◦, 358◦], θ ∈ [0◦, 90◦] by implementing the
error function
err = 1000− SNRmin(dB)
To conserve memory, the optimizer was set to terminate after a number of
iterations had been reached
MaxIter = 750
The optimizer was run for both a Series-Shunt and Shunt-Series topology. The
matching criteria with the highest SNRmin for each topology was used as the
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starting point for the optimizer by feeding the matching network stub reac-
tances, [X˜1] and [X˜2], as input arguments. The optimizer then evaluated the
entire system using the equations shown in chapter 3 and determines the out-
put SNR over scan angle to reevaluate the error function. Figure 5.12 shows
the graphic output of the optimizer after the maximum number of iterations
have been reached for both topologies.
(a) Shunt-Series
(b) Series-Shunt
Figure 5.12: MATLAB Optimizer error function output windows
For the Shunt-Series topology, an improvement of 0.1 dB was achieved through
optimizing, while for the Series-Shunt topology, an improvement of 0.01 dB
was achieved. It is thus clear that no signiﬁcant improvement is achieved using
the optimizer. The maximum SNR for the optimized Series-Shunt and Shunt-
Series topologies were respectively achieved at φsesh = 308
◦, θsesh = 20◦ and
φshse = 308
◦, θshse = 20◦. The corresponding maximum SNR values are given
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by
SNRmaxoptimsesh = 81.2157 dB
SNRmaxoptimshse = 81.2403 dB
5.2.5 Comparison of Degree of Similarity of of Active
Impedance for Matched and Unmatched Cases
5.2.5.1 Interpretation and Pre-Processing to Utilize the
Structural Similarity Index
The Structural Similarity Index [49] is an image processing technique that
quantiﬁes the distortion or degradation of an image with regards to a reference
image. The visibility of errors are quantiﬁed in terms of luminance, contrast
and structure. The Structural Similarity Index requires that the reference im-
age and distorted image be similar in order to be a sensible measurement of the
noise or distortion added to the reference image in order to produce the dis-
torted image. It is also required that the images have the same dimensions in
pixels so that each pixel has another to be compared to. In MATLAB R2017a,
the Structural Similarity Index Measurement (SSIM) function produces a ra-
tional number in the range 0 ≤ SSIM ≤ 1, where SSIM = 0 corresponds
to no similarity and SSIM = 1 corresponds to perfect similarity. The SSIM
provides a novel way of comparing the diﬀerent matching criteria.
In order to take full advantage of the SSIM, the physical structure of the
active impedance plot must be considered so that the expected diﬀerences be-
tween plots for diﬀerent criteria can be meaningfully quantiﬁed, in terms of the
three parameters of the SSIM. The active impedance plots, as seen in ﬁgure
5.7, plot two-dimensional data, namely the active imedance as scanned over
φ and θ. This data can be represented by an Lφ × Lθ matrix. Each row or
column of the matrix represents a change in the value of one variable, while
keeping the other constant. Each such a vector is plotted in a diﬀerent colour
so that the change in the value over the scanning range of one variable can be
observed.
Luminance For two images produced in MATLAB, luminance will be the
same for the two images and thus will not have eﬀect the value of the SSIM.
For any reference and distorted image, the luminance value in the SSIM will
be the same.
Contrast Diﬀerences in colour between the two images will change the value
of contrast in the SSIM. As stated, the color of the data points in the active
impedance plot carries information on the scan data that produces any given
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point. There are two implementations to consider when quantifying the con-
trast diﬀerences using the SSIM.
In the ﬁrst implementation, the matrices can be plotted with each vector
plotted in a diﬀerent colour. Interpreted together with the structure data, this
implementation can be used to determine how similar a vector is plotted in
each image, given that the vector is plotted in the same colour in both images.
The colour can be used to identify the vector in the distorted image and as
such information on how much the plot of each vector of the active impedance
shifts over the Smith Chart for each matching network implementation can be
extracted.
There are drawbacks to this implementation. Firstly, as there is more informa-
tion to quantify, this implementation will be more computationally expensive.
Secondly, if sample points in space produce the same active impedance, points
will overlap on the Smith Chart. Depending on the degree to which points
overlap, the information for which the increased computational resources were
sacriﬁced can be lost regardless. Thirdly, if there are a large number of vectors
to plot, each with a unique colour, eventually the vectors will become hard to
distinguish from each other visually. This translates to a low contrast between
similarly coloured vectors, and therefore a lack of information. The SSIM
would still produced an eﬀected value that internally quantiﬁes the diﬀerences
in vectors, but the ability to interpret the changes by a designer would be
diminished.
In the second implementation, the matrices can be plotted in a single colour.
This method discards the angular data in the plot. In terms of meaning, a
plot of the active impedance in a single colour can be used to determine the
similarity of two matrices based on total structure alone. The changes in the
position of each individual vector of the matrix can not be quantiﬁed.
The main drawback to this implementation is the loss of data. The imple-
mentation is less computationally expensive, but it must be noted that this
implementation will inherently produce a higher SSIM than for the ﬁrst im-
plementation as the diﬀerence information has been discarded.
For the purposes of this work, the second implementation was selected as
the drawbacks of the ﬁrst implementation outweigh the beneﬁts thereof.
Structure The main focus of the SSIM is to determine the similarity of the
structure of the plot of active impedances. As the algorithm is meant to detect
minor errors and not meaningful diﬀerences in structure, it is required that the
two images be largely similar to each other. As seen in ﬁgure 5.7, the large
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majority of points on the Smith Chart are lumped together. For the algorithm
to function eﬀectively this is also required to be the case for the matched cases.
The further lying points such as those on the edge of the lumped group or out-
side the Smith Chart can have structural diﬀerences however, which is what
the structure parameter of the SSIM will seek to quantify.
Following the calculation of the SSIM for any given matching topology, the
similarity index can be compared to a threshold. Above this similarity thresh-
old, the set of active impedances can be considered close enough and thus
the receiver systems as similar enough, that the design considerations and as-
sumptions would be reasonable for the matched receiver network. Diﬀerences
in implementation outcomes and design criteria, such as the noise ﬁgure at a
given angle, would then also be minimal enough that it would be suﬀﬁcient to
design for the unmatched case as opposed to solving simultaneous equations.
5.2.5.2 SSIM Results
A similarity threshold of SSIMthresh = 0.85 was used for the interpretation
of the similarity of active impedance sets. The procedure for determining the
SSIM of a design implementation was as follows
 Plot Zactsnm for each channel in a single colour on the Smith Chart
 Plot Zactscriteria for each channel in a single colour on the Smith Chart
 Save active impedance plots to .PNG ﬁles
 Read active impedance plots into MATLAB as image data using imread
function
 Compare images in MATLAB using the ssim function
The resulting SSIM data for each channel of the noise ﬁgure iterative point
search is shown in table 5.6. It is clear that the SSIM for each channel has a
high value. There is thus a large degree of structural similarity in the plot of the
impedance before and after matching. The area on the Smith Chart occupied
by the total set of active impedances is not changed much by matching. This
implies that the change in value of the active impedance as swept over either
φ while θ is held constant, or vice versa, will likely produce a value contained
in the original set of active impedances. Because the SSIM was taken for a
single colour plot of the active impedances, no conclusion can be made on how
much a single impedance vector will change within the area covered on the
Smith Chart. For sets of data that have smaller sampling intervals, and thus
do not span large percentages of the Smith chart, the SSIM can provide better
insight. The traces of each vector can be plotted in a diﬀerent colour, enabling
the SSIM to keep track of the similarity in colour inside the covered area of the
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Smith chart. The SSIM threshold is chosen as 0.85. In other words, above an
85% similarity, the set of active impedances is considered similar enough pre
and post matching, that designing for the pre match case leads to acceptable
post matching performance. As the SSIM values for each channel is above
the SSIM threshold, the deviation is within the acceptable range. The SSIM
threshold can be chosen as a speciﬁcation by the designer.
SSIMminmax
SSIMthresh SSIM(k = 1) SSIM(k = 2) SSIM(k = 3) SSIM(k = 4)
0.85 0.9019 0.8851 0.8947 0.8910
Table 5.6: SSIM data at f = 5.5 GHz for the noise ﬁgure iterative point search
case
Figure E.1 of Appendix E shows the maximum output SNR over φ =
[0◦, 358◦], θ = [0◦, 90◦] per criteria for the QMA. It can be seen that for a mostly
ﬂat radiation pattern, optimizing the minimum output SNR over the scan
range will lead to the maximum output SNR occurring for the optimized case.
It can also be seen that for the QMA, any improvements in maximum output
SNR from the unmatched case are marginal, while it is possible to achieve a
lower maximum output SNR if the output criteria is chosen poorly. Figure
E.2 of Appendix E shows the minimum output SNR over φ = [0◦, 358◦], θ =
[0◦, 90◦] per criteria for the QMA. It can be seen that the choice of matching
network can greatly inﬂuence the ﬂatness of the output SNR over the scan
range. It is possible to observe a drop of over 3 dB for the minimum output
SNR from the unmatched case, while improvement from the unmatched case
is marginal.
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(a) Unmatched (b) Noise Active Impedance
(c) Recursive Average (d) Self Impedance
(e) Iterative Point Search (f) Parameter Sweep
(g) Shunt-Series Optimized (h) Series-Shunt Optimized
Figure 5.13: QMA SNR circles for best performing case of each matching
criteria
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Chapter 6
Comparison to Control Antenna
Design Case
6.1 Design for Four Element Monopole Array
To draw conclusions on the SNR performance of the QMA and the degree
to which it lends itself to optimization, as well as to further investigate the
eﬀectiveness of methods used on the QMA for SNR improvement, a secondary
antenna array was investigated. The array consisted of four quarter wave
monopoles placed above an ﬁnite conducting groundplane. The four monopole
array (FMA) was simulated in Altair Hyperworks FEKO 14.0 as shown in ﬁg-
ure 6.1. The FMA was chosen because quarter wave monopoles above ground
planes are commonly used antennas.The monopoles were spaced identically to
the spacing of the individual elements of the QMA at λ0
2
at f = 950 MHz.
6.1.1 FMA at f=5.5 GHz
For the ports laid out as shown in ﬁgure 6.2, the FMA S-parameters were
simulated in FEKO between f = 5 GHz and f = 6 GHz as shown in ﬁgure
6.3.
Figure 6.1: Four quarter wave monopoles above a conducting ground plane in
FEKO
92
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Figure 6.2: FMA port layout
(a) |s1m(f)|
(b) ∠s1m(f)
Figure 6.3: FMA S-parameters s1m for channel 1 over frequency
The FMA E-ﬁeld pattern over scan angle is as shown in ﬁgure 6.4.
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(a) |E1(φ, θ)| (b) |E2(φ, θ)| (c) |E3(φ, θ)| (d) |E4(φ, θ)|
(e) |Etotal(φ, θ)| for
unity excitation at
all ports
Figure 6.4: FMA farﬁelds per channel and full array at frequency f = 5.5 GHz
6.1.2 FMA Excitation and Active Impedance
For the incident E-ﬁeld identical as for the QMA case, the open circuit volt-
age response, [v˜oc], is determined using the antenna eﬀective length and the
magnitude as shown in ﬁgure 6.5.
(a) |voc1(φ, θ)| (b) |voc2(φ, θ)|
(c) |voc3(φ, θ)| (d) |voc4(φ, θ)|
Figure 6.5: Array |vocm(φ, θ)| at f = 5.5 GHz
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The signal active impedance is determined as for the QMA and is shown
in ﬁgure 6.6. The ambient noise temperature distribution is taken as isotropic
and the noise active impedance calculated as for the QMA.
(a) Zactsnm1 (φ, θ) (b) Zactsnm2 (φ, θ)
(c) Zactsnm3 (φ, θ) (d) Zactsnm4 (φ, θ)
Figure 6.6: FMA Zactsnmk (φ, θ) at f = 5.5 GHz
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6.2 Comparison to Quad Mode Antenna Array
6.2.1 Output SNR Performance
For the unmatched case, the beamformer output SNR is plotted over the scan
range φ ∈ [0◦, 358◦], θ ∈ [0◦, 90◦] in ﬁgure 6.7. Similar plots for the best
performing case of each criteria is shown in Figure 6.9. The maximum output
SNR is achieved at φ = 300◦, θ = 80◦ and has a value of
SNRmaxunmatched = 78.0367 dB
Figure 6.7: FMA SNRounmatched(φ, θ) at f = 5.5 GHz
It can be noted that the unmatched FMA has a lower maximum output
SNR than the QMA and that a null occurs at θ = 0◦ as expected due to
the z-axis directed current on the conductors. The minimum output SNR is
deﬁned to be taken at θ ≥ 4◦ as the null in the antenna pattern is an inherent
feature and thus does not give any information on the relative improvement
using any of the techniques. Unlike the QMA, the total electric ﬁeld pattern
is not isotropic due to the destructive interference of out of phase individual
radiator ﬁeld patterns.
6.2.2 SNR Improvement Using Methods and
Comparison to QMA
The matching topology is determined for each criteria and the maximum out-
put SNR determined over the scan range, similarly than in section 5.2.4. The
maximum output SNR and the angle at which it is achieved for each criteria
is shown in table 6.1.
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SNRo by matching criteria for FMA
Criteria SNRomax φmax θmax
zactn 79.1687 dB 120
◦ 80◦
zactsavg 81.0782 dB 240
◦ 80◦
zself 80.839 dB 60
◦ 80◦
Γ′sopt = 0.8∠210◦ 83.141 dB 60◦ 80◦
zoptimsesh 80.0385 dB 60
◦ 80◦
zoptimshse 79.1687 dB 120
◦ 80◦
Table 6.1: FMA maximum output SNR and angle at which it is achieved per
criteria
It can be seen from table 6.1 that the variation in maximum output SNR
is much larger for the FMA than for the QMA. The values for Lrecφ and Lrecθ
that yield the maximum SNR are shown in table 6.2.
Lrecφ and Lrecθ
Lrecφ Lrecθ
7 6
8 6
Table 6.2: FMA Lrecφ and Lrecθ that produces maximum output SNR
For the optimizer, the minimum output SNR was optimized over φ ∈
[0◦, 358◦], θ ∈ [4◦, 90◦]. A plot of the optimized minimum FMA output SNR is
shown for both the Shunt-Series and Series-Shunt topologies in ﬁgure 6.8. The
maximum number of optimizer iterations for each topology were set to 750.
The starting reactances for the approximation were the values determined for
Γ′sopt = 0.4∠30◦ and Γ′sopt = 0.6∠180◦ for the Shunt-Series and Series-Shunt
topologies respectively. For the Shunt-Series topology, an improvement of 0.06
dB was achieved, while for the Series-Shunt topology, an improvement of about
0.6 dB was achieved.
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(a) Shunt-Series
(b) Series-Shunt
Figure 6.8: MATLAB Optimizer error function output windows for FMA
Figure E.3 of Appendix E shows the maximum output SNR over φ = [0◦, 358◦],
θ = [4◦, 90◦] per criteria for the FMA. It can be seen that unlike the QMA,
optimizing the minimum output SNR over the scan range will not necessarily
lead to the maximum output SNR occurring for the optimized case. This
is due to the null in the pattern which removes the pattern ﬂatness. It can
also be seen that for the FMA, improvements in maximum output SNR from
the unmatched case can be substantial, in the order of 5 dB, while it is still
possible to achieve a lower maximum output SNR if the output criteria is
chosen poorly. Figure E.4 of Appendix E shows the minimum output SNR
over φ = [0◦, 358◦], θ = [4◦, 90◦] per criteria for the FMA. It can be seen that
signiﬁcant improvement of the minimum output SNR is possible. It is also
however possible to have a large degradation of minimum output SNR. The
FMA is more susceptible to SNR optimization techniques than the QMA.
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(a) Unmatched (b) Noise Active Impedance
(c) Recursive Average (d) Self Impedance
(e) Parameter Sweep (f) Shunt-Series Optimized
(g) Series-Shunt Optimized
Figure 6.9: FMA SNR circles for best performing case of each matching criteria
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Chapter 7
Criteria Selection and Conclusions
7.1 Secondary Considerations for Selection of
Matching Criteria
As seen in from ﬁgures E.1 and E.2, when the objective is to improve the
maximum or minimum output SNR, it might be unclear which criteria to
select, as the improvements may be incremental. In such cases it becomes
necessary to look at secondary considerations for the selection of matching
criteria. Possible secondary considerations can include, but are not limited to:
 Noise power at the output of the receiver
 Possible mitigation of scan blindness (SNR = 0) if present in array
 Complexity of calculation of matching section reactance values
The noise power at the output of the receiver was taken as the secondary
criteria used for the selection of matching criteria. The SNR only tells part
of the story when it comes to the noise performance of the system. When the
absolute noise power is known together with the SNR, it also implies that the
signal power is known. When the SNR of two criteria are equal, achieving
a higher signal power is desirable. Selecting the criteria with a higher noise
power then also selects the higher signal power. The noise power that is
available at the output port of the receiver for each criteria can be compared
to a benchmark noise power so that each criteria would not need to be directly
compared to each other. The benchmark selected is the output noise power
when each ampliﬁer is fed by its optimal noise ﬁgure impedance. When this
criteria is met, the ampliﬁers all operate at a noise ﬁgure of Fmin. It must
be noted that this condition implies the minimum ratio of LNA input SNR
to output SNR, not minimum output noise power, and it is possible for a
criteria to produce an output noise power lower than the benchmark. As
shown by equation 7.1, when the criteria output noise power is lower than the
100
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benchmark, the ratios of the other powers will guarantee that the noise ﬁgure
of the ampliﬁers when fed by Zsopt is lower.
Fmin < Fcrit
SNRimin
SNRomin
<
SNRicrit
SNRocrit
Psimin
Pnimin
Pnomin
Psomin
<
Psicrit
Pnicrit
Pnocrit
Psocrit
Psimin
Psicrit
Pnicrit
Pnimin
Psocrit
Psomin
Pnomin < Pnocrit (7.1)
As φ and θ vary, the output noise power also changes and the output noise
power of the system compared to the benchmark power can be plotted as seen
in ﬁgure 7.1 for the unmatched QMA case.
Figure 7.1: dB ratio of Pnounmatched to Pnobenchmark at f = 5.5 GHz
7.2 Final Selection of Matching Criteria
Figure E.5 of Appendix E shows the dB ratio of Pno
Pnobenchmark
for each criteria for
the QMA, while ﬁgure E.6 of Appendix E shows the ratio for the FMA for each
criteria. At the hand of the primary and secondary considerations, the ﬁnal
matching criteria selected for the QMA is the Shunt-Series Optimized criteria.
This selection produces an output SNR over the scan range φ = [0◦, 358◦],
θ = [0◦, 90◦] as shown in ﬁgure 7.2 and a dB ratio of Pno (φ,θ)
Pnobenchmark
as shown in
ﬁgure 7.3
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Figure 7.2: QMA SNRoShunt−Series Optimized(φ, θ) at f = 5.5 GHz
Figure 7.3: QMA dB ratio of PnoShunt−Series Optimized to Pnobenchmark at f = 5.5
GHz
The SSIM values for the Shunt-Series Optimized criteria at f = 5.5 GHz
for each receiver channel are given in table 7.1.
SSIMShunt−Series Optimized
SSIMthresh SSIM(k = 1) SSIM(k = 2) SSIM(k = 3) SSIM(k = 4)
0.85 0.9089 0.8924 0.9063 0.8913
Table 7.1: SSIM data at f = 5.5 GHz for the Shunt-Series Optimized case
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Similarly for the FMA, the ﬁnal matching criteria selected is the Γ′sopt =
0.8∠210◦ criteria, which produces an output SNR as seen in ﬁgure 7.4 and a
dB ratio of Pno (φ,θ)
Pnobenchmark
as shown in ﬁgure 7.5.
Figure 7.4: FMA SNRoΓ′sopt=0.8∠210◦
(φ, θ) at f = 5.5 GHz
Figure 7.5: FMA dB ratio of Pno
Γ′sopt=0.8∠210◦
to Pnobenchmark at f = 5.5 GHz
The SSIM values for the Γ′sopt = 0.8∠210◦ criteria at f = 5.5 GHz for each
receiver channel are given in table 7.2.
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SSIMΓ′sopt=0.8∠210◦
SSIMthresh SSIM(k = 1) SSIM(k = 2) SSIM(k = 3) SSIM(k = 4)
0.85 0.8906 0.8906 0.8906 0.8906
Table 7.2: SSIM data at f = 5.5 GHz for the Γ′sopt = 0.8∠210◦ case
7.3 Conclusions Drawn From Criteria Selection
The QMA has a ﬂat radiation pattern in θ ∈ [0◦, 60◦] and then begins to drop
oﬀ. This ﬂatness makes the QMA lend itself less to optimization methods,
as at all angles the signal voltage response per channel will vary little. This
however means that optimizing the minimum SNR will also optimize the max-
imum SNR. The optimizer takes a very long time to run and is very resource
heavy in terms of memory and computational power. For the QMA, after 750
iterations, the improvement to the output SNR was almost negligible. Approx-
imation of the signal active impedance produces incremental improvement in
the SNR for the QMA. In order to reduce the redundancy by matching to the
same impedance value for multiple values of Lrecφ and Lrecθ , some preconsider-
ation must be given to how many values will be averaged in each iterative level
and whether the set is resorted between iterative levels. For large sets, a lot of
redundancy is introduced. There is thus a tradeoﬀ between redundancy and
speed and ease of implementation. Matching to the noise active impedance
produces marginal improvements for the QMA. For the isotropic noise distri-
bution however, this is a fast implementation. In the case of a non-isotropic
noise distribution, the noise active impedance will face similar tradeoﬀs than
the signal active impedance averaging criteria. The iterative point noise ﬁgure
search is an alternative to the recursive averaging approach which considers
every value in the set of impedances. It is a very slow method however, and for
the QMA as investigated ran for time in the order of 12 days on a single com-
puter, and as such had to be farmed out to 12 computers to run within a day.
After such a long computational time, the active impedance set changes due to
the matching network which means that the solution found is still only partly
valid and would still have to be subject to other limitations and requirements,
such as matching topology for each channel. Selection of the self impedance
or multibeam average noise criteria lead to fast computation but the results
of these methods are inferior to the more exhaustive methods. A parameter
sweep shows that both better and worse output SNR can be achieved and
that there is still room for analytical improvement of the criteria. The fact
that the variety of matching criteria investigated all produce marginal SNR
improvements implies that a practical upper bound of the QMA SNR exists
and is achieved to a high degree.
The selected criteria produces output noise power above the benchmark min-
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imum noise ﬁgure noise power for all values of φ and θ. This means that the
signal power at the output will be higher than if the LNAs were ideally fed.
A drawback however is that the absolute noise power is also higher. It can be
seen that the SSIM values for each channel for the QMA are very high. In
other words, the set of active impedances before and after impedance matching
are very similar. The SSIM in this way also serves as an indicator that the
improvements to the SNR will be small as the active impedance, a representa-
tion of the ratios between voltages and currents at the antenna ports, are very
similar than the ratios before matching.
The FMA has a sharp null at θ = 0◦. A null is not desirable to the model as
the inverses of matrices can become singular. Singularities can be dealt with
using machine precision numbers, but then it must be kept in mind that the
solution is not completely accurate at the null coordinates. Considering only
SNR improvement outside the null however removes this consideration. The
null makes it so that the FMA lends itself more to the improvement of SNR
than the QMA. While the null cannot be removed as it is an inherent feature
of the radiation pattern of the FMA, the transition from the area around the
null to the area over which the radiation pattern magnitude is large can be
optimized. It is noted that optimizing the minima of the transition are how-
ever does not necessarily produce similar improvements to the maxima of the
pattern. It can thus be meaningful to optimize the maximum output SNR
and accept the changes to the minimum SNR as given. It must be decided
which of the two conditions to optimize. The optimizer still is very slow and
memory intensive for the FMA, but a much more meaningful improvement
to the minimum SNR can be made through optimization. The improvement
to both the maximum and minimum SNR through the recursive averaging of
the signal active impedance compared to the unmatched case are much better
than in the case of the QMA. The recursive averaging thus has the ability
to improve SNR, but only if the antenna lends itself towards improvement.
The noise active impedance match produces an improvement again, but not
as much as the signal active impedance. The parameter sweep shows that the
more the antenna lends itself towards improvement of output SNR, the more
susceptible it is to degradation if a poor choice of matching criteria is made.
The selected criteria produces an output noise power which is lower than the
ideally fed LNA noise power for all values of φ and θ. The lower noise power at
the output can be beneﬁcial for some requirements, however this means that
the signal power at the output is also lower. The SSIM for each channel is
equal and lower than in the QMA case. There is thus more of a change to the
antenna active impedance from the unmatched case and thus the output SNR
can be optimized to a greater degree.
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Evaluation of Contributions
8.1 Introduction
The main contributions of this study were as follows:
 A design of optimum noise matching networks for the QMA
 Improved noise-matching design approaches for non-ideal, coupled an-
tenna arrays using analytical and numerical optimization methods
 An improved receiver model for coupled arrays which utilizes non-identical
ampliﬁers and non-identical, non-ideal radiating elements that can be
numerically optimized
 Construction of a software based receiver model for non-ideal, coupled
antenna arrays with non-identical ampliﬁers
In this chapter, an evaluation of each proposed goal will be set out, that
considers the strengths and weaknesses of each contribution in relation to the
problem investigated as well other potential areas of use thereof.
8.2 Optimal Noise Matching Networks for the
QMA
The QMA is a novel implementation and thus the presented discussions also
increase the knowledge of its properties, other than those it was speciﬁcally
designed for. This work represents the ﬁrst proposals for optimum noise match-
ing algorithms for the QMA. Algorithms presented include both analytical and
numerical approaches. Analysis of the possible SNR improvement of the QMA
through noise matching is presented at the hand of a variety of diﬀerent cri-
teria. It is determined that a choice of matching network will not disturb
the ﬂatness of the QMA radiation pattern. While marginal improvements in
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output SNR can be made, it is observed that degraded SNR performance can
also be obtained for the QMA. The unmatched QMA SNR performance is
therefore close to the upper bound for SNR performance. This characteristic
of the QMA is not intended in its original design but is a useful property and
important to note.
In terms of secondary criteria, it is seen that the output noise power of the
QMA, relative to the optimal noise ﬁgure benchmark output noise power, can
be manipulated to a large extent through the selection of matching criteria.
The output signal and noise power are optimized through matching criteria
selection without aﬀecting the output SNR to a large degree.
8.3 Improved Noise-Matching Design
Approaches Using Analytical and
Numerical Optimization Methods
Multiple criteria for the optimal noise match in a receiver with largely vary-
ing impedances are presented. Criteria range from theoretical considerations
to approximation and numerical optimization. The relative eﬀectiveness in
the improvement and possible degradation of SNR per criteria is considered.
The criteria are compared to each other, and also across antenna arrays with
diﬀerent radiated ﬁeld properties. A conclusion is drawn that the eﬃcacy of
the criteria is not an isolated metric, but also the degree to which the an-
tenna array lends itself towards improvement of SNR. The degree to which
the antenna array lends itself towards improvement is the diﬀerence between
achieving marginal to no SNR improvement and improvements in the order of
multiple dB for the same matching criteria. It is thus an important consider-
ation in the design of the array and SNR improvements cannot be solely left
as a post design exercise.
The active impedance recursive approximation considered requires prior cal-
culation to determine which levels are necessary to calculate to remove redun-
dancy. For very large sets of data and sets where the diﬀerence in data elements
are small, the averages calculated for diﬀerent levels of recursion can be seen
to produce numerically similar results. It can be seen that implementing the
recursive average does not shift the coordinates of the maximum output SNR.
This method is thus useful for implementation on a directive array as the angle
of directivity will not be aﬀected.
The iterative point search and parameter sweep showed that simply calcu-
lating approximated theoretically determined values for the optimum match is
not necessarily good enough. When the active impedance varies, points other
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than the recursive average can still produce better ﬁnal results. Numerical op-
timization can then better the produced results even further. It is a drawback
that the entire analysis must ﬁrst be done for all criteria to determine the best
performance implementation as a starting point for numerical optimization.
Optimization is a slow and intensive process and can produce improvements
that are not signiﬁcant enough to merit the time and resources used to produce
them.
8.4 Numerically Optimizable Improved
Coupled Array Receiver Model with
Non-identical, Non-Ideal Components
In previous implementations of a receiver model, [18], it is seen that the active
impedance is dependent on the receiver parameters and beamformer coeﬃ-
cients. Designing the beamformer coeﬃcients in terms of the active impedance
therefore becomes circular. The receiver model as investigated removes the cir-
cularity by specifying the active impedance only in terms of the receiver circuit
parameters. The receiver model is presented in matrix form, which allows for
the removal of the explicit dependence of the active impedances of other chan-
nels in the calculation of the active impedance for a given channel, as is the
case for single channel active impedance calculations using Y or Z-parameters.
The active impedances of all N channels of a receiver can thus be calculated
simultaneously and in terms of non-varying actual circuit impedances and re-
actances. The receiver model fully supports non-identicalities in the individual
channels of the receiver with regards to the circuit components.
There are two restrictions to the receiver model. Firstly, in order for the matrix
formulation to be valid, a decision must be made on the topology implemented,
which must be the same for each channel. Though the topologies must match,
the speciﬁc values for each channel may diﬀer. In the event of a large antenna
array, or an antenna array with a relative geometry that is not similar for each
antenna element, or non-identical antenna elements, it may be that some ele-
ments have widely varying non-similar active impedances over the scan range.
The receiver model allows for such an eventuality while enforcing matching
topologies through the implementation of non-identical channels. This can,
for example, be done by choosing non-identical LNAs for each channel with
input impedances such that the matching conditions as shown in equation 4.9
are satisﬁed.
Secondly, each diﬀerent implementation of matching section requires a diﬀer-
ent matrix formulation of the transformation matrices. The general procedure
of determining the active impedance in terms of circuit currents through auxil-
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iary equations stays the same regardless of the matching section implemented.
The complexity of determining the active impedance is thus directly bound to
the diﬃculty of performing a node current analysis for any given implementa-
tion.
The introduction of a matching section in the receiver inﬂuences the active
impedance, but through the use of the SSIM, a quantitative measure of sim-
ilarity is deﬁned so that a decision on the qualitative similarity of the active
impedance can be made. Considerations with regards to implementation and
variations are discussed to broaden the scope of the application of the SSIM.
The noise correlation matrices are integral to the noise response of the re-
ceiver model. It can be seen that previously, transformation matrices that
refer open circuit voltages to in circuit voltages have been presented. Previ-
ous implementations, however, have implemented transformation matrices in
terms of expectations of noise waves through eﬀective ampliﬁer noise temper-
atures, whereas the presented implementation is directly in terms of circuit
impedances and admittances. This direct dependence allows for the use of the
transformation matrices directly in the optimizer in order to produce optimized
reactances for the matching section.
8.5 Software Receiver Model for Non-ideal,
Coupled Antenna Arrays with
Non-identical Ampliﬁers
The theoretical model as implemented in MATLAB is inherently narrowband.
It is a simple enough alteration to allow for simulation over a frequency band
so that it matches the ADS software model over frequency. The receiver model
allows for any array to be considered with only the S,Y or Z-parameters and
the open circuit voltage response known. The model as implemented extends
the techniques of a wave based design approach [12] to a current based ap-
proach. The MATLAB model is directly optimizable in software. The ADS
model serves as a control to make sure that the MATLAB calculated values
are accurate, but oﬀers the drawback of proprietary software that some infor-
mation is internally obscured.
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Appendix A
Impedance Matching Theory
In order to match the source impedance to the ampliﬁer optimal noise impe-
dance at the operating frequency, one of three implementations can be selected,
as shown in ﬁgure A.1. It is desired to match a given source Zs = Rs + jXs
to the LNA noise optimal source impedance Zopt = Ropt + jXopt so that if Zs
is the impedance of the source to which the LNA is connected, the minimum
noise ﬁgure Fmin will be achieved.
(a) Series-Shunt Match (b) Shunt-Series Match (c) Single-Series Match
Figure A.1: Topologies for impedance matching
The criteria for selection of the matching network topology is then as shown
in sections B.2 to B.2.
A.0.1 Series-Shunt Stub Matching Network
This matching topology is used if Rs < Ropt. The parallel impedance of
Zopt = Ropt + jXopt and jX2 is given by
Zp =
jX2Zopt
jX2 + Zopt
=
RoptX2
2 + j(Ropt
2X2 +X2
2Xopt +Xopt
2X2)
Ropt
2 + (Xopt +X2)
2
Then, for impedance matching, the real part of the parallel load impedance
must equal the real part of the source impedance.
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Rp = <{Zp} = Rs
Rs =
RoptX2
2
Ropt
2 + (Xopt +X2)
2
0 = X2
2 +
( 2RsXopt
Rs −Ropt
)
X2 +Rs(Ropt
2 +Xopt
2)
X2 =
RsXopt
Ropt −Rs ±
1
2
√√√√( 2RsXopt
Rs −Ropt
)2
− 4Rs
(
Ropt
2 +Xopt
2
Rs −Ropt
)
(A.1)
The sum of the imaginary parts of the source impedance, the series stub
and the parellel load impedance must equal zero.
Xp = ={Zp} = −(Xs +X1)
−(Xs +X1) = Ropt
2X2 +X2
2Xopt +Xopt
2X2
Ropt
2 + (Xopt +X2)
2
X1 = −
(Ropt2X2 +X22Xopt +Xopt2X2
Ropt
2 + (Xopt +X2)
2 +Xs
)
(A.2)
The LNA input impedance Zinam is then transformed through the matching
network stubs jX1m and jX2m to Zinam
′ as shown in equation A.3.
Zinam
′ = jX1m + (jX2m//Zinam )
= jX1m +
−X2mXinam + jX2mRinam
jX2m + Zinam
= jX1m +
RinamX2m
2 + jX2m
(
(Rinam
2 +Xinam
2) +XinamX2m
)
Rinam
2 + (X2m +Xinam )
2
=
RinamX
2
2m+j
(
(R2inam+X
2
inam
)(X1m+X2m)+X2m(X2m(Xinam+X1m)+2XinamX1m)
)
Rinam
2 + (X2m +Xinam )
2
(A.3)
A.0.2 Shunt-Series Stub Matching Network
This matching topology is used if Rs > Ropt. The stub reactance values of the
impedance matching sections are determined similarly than in equations A.1
and A.2 as
X1 =
RoptXs
Rs −Ropt ±
1
2
√√√√( 2RoptXs
Ropt −Rs
)2
− 4Ropt
(
Rs
2 +Xs
2
Ropt −Rs
)
(A.4)
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X2 = −
(Rs2X1 +X12Xs +Xs2X1
Rs
2 + (Xs +X1)
2 +Xopt
)
(A.5)
The LNA input impedance Zinam is then transformed through the matching
network stubs jX1m and jX2m to Zinam
′ as shown in equation A.6.
Zinam
′ = jX1m//(jX2m + Zinam )
=
jX1m(jX2m + Zinam )
jX1m + jX2m + Zinam
=
−(X1mX2m +X1mXinam ) + jX1mRinam
Rinam + j(X1m +X2m +Xinam )
=
RinamX
2
1m+jX1m
(
(R2inam +(Xinam +X2m)
2)+(Xinam +X2m)X1m
)
Rinam
2 + (X1m +X2m +Xinam )
2
(A.6)
A.0.3 Single-Series Stub Matching Network
This impedance matching case will only occur when Rs = Ropt, but Xs 6= Xopt.
The sum of the imaginary parts of the source impedance, series stub and load
impedance must then equal zero.
0 = Xs +X1 +Xopt
X1 = −(Xs +Xopt) (A.7)
The LNA input impedance Zinam is then transformed through the matching
network stub jX1m to Zinam
′ as shown in equation A.8.
Zinam
′ = jX1m + Zinam
= Rinam + j(Xinam +X1m) (A.8)
In the event that Rs = Ropt and Xs = Xopt or that an unmatched circuit
is desired, no matching network is implemented.
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Signal and Noise Transformation
Matrix Derivations for Matched
Case
B.1 Signal Transformation Matrices
Series-Shunt Stub Matching Network For the circuit diagram for the
receiver model of a Series-Shunt matching network as shown in ﬁgure B.1,
similarly than in section 3.1.1, the Series-Shunt signal-no-noise case auxiliary
equations B.1 are used to determine the LNA input signal voltage at the post
matching node as shown, with jX1m the reactance of the series stub, jX2m the
reactance of the shunt stub and jB1m and jB2m their respective corresponding
susceptances for the m-th channel.
ism
′ = −Yinamvsm ′ (B.1a)
ism =
N∑
k=1
ymkvsk (B.1b)
= ism
′ − jB2mvsm ′ (B.1c)
vsm
′ = vsm + em + jX1mism (B.1d)
(B.1e)
After rewriting the auxiliary equations into matrix form and manipulation,
the source port node signal voltage can be written as
[v˜s] = −
[[
j[B2d ] + [Yinad ]
][
[I] + j[X1d ][Y ]
]
+ [Y ]
]−1[
[Yinad ] + j[B2d ]
]
[e˜s]
= [Tx][e˜s]
(B.2)
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At the post matching section node, the input signal voltage vector to the
LNAs is given by
[v˜s
′] = [v˜s] + [e˜s] + j[X1d ][Y ][v˜s]
=
[
[I] +
[
[I] + j[X1d ][Y ]
]
[Tx]
]
[e˜s]
= [Tx
′][e˜s] (B.3)
Shunt-Series Stub Matching Network For the circuit diagram for the
receiver model of a Shunt-Series matching network as shown in ﬁgure B.2,
similarly than in section 3.1.1, the Shunt-Series signal-no-noise case auxiliary
equations B.4 are used to determine the LNA input signal voltage at the post
matching node as shown. For the m-th channel of the Shunt-Series case, jX1m
is the reactance of the shunt stub, jX2m the reactance of the series stub and
jB1m and jB2m their respective corresponding susceptances.
ism
′ = −Yinamvsm ′ (B.4a)
ism =
N∑
k=1
ymkvsk (B.4b)
= ism
′ − jB1m(vsm + em) (B.4c)
vsm
′ =
Zinam
jX2m + Zinam
(vsm + em) (B.4d)
The auxiliary equations can be rewritten into matrix form and manipulated
to solve simultaneously the signal source port node voltages.
[v˜s] = −
[[
j[X2d ]+[Zinad ]
]−1
+[Y ]+j[B1d ]
]−1[
j[B1d ]+
[
[Zinad ]+j[X2d ]
]−1]
[e˜s]
= [Tx][e˜s]
(B.5)
The post matching section node signal voltage is then given by
[v˜s
′] = [Zinad ]
[
j[X2d ] + [Zinad ]
]−1[
[v˜s] + [e˜s]
]
= [Zinad ]
[
j[X2d ] + [Zinad ]
]−1[
[Tx] + [I]
]
[e˜s]
= [Tx
′][e˜s] (B.6)
Single-Series Stub Matching Network For the circuit diagram for the
receiver model of a Single-Series stub matching network as shown in ﬁgure B.3,
similarly than in section 3.1.1, the Single-Series signal-no-noise case auxiliary
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equations B.7 are used to determine the LNA input signal voltage at the post
matching node as shown. For the m-th channel of the Single-Series case, jX1m
is the reactance of the series stub and jB1m its corresponding susceptance.
ism = −Yinamvsm ′ (B.7a)
=
N∑
k=1
ymkvsk (B.7b)
vsm
′ = vsm + jX1mism + em (B.7c)
The auxiliary equations can be rewritten into matrix form and manipulated
to solve simultaneously the signal source port voltages.
[v˜s] = −
[
[Yinad ]
[
[I] + j[X1d ][Y ]
]
+ [Y ]
]−1
[Yinad ][e˜s]
= [Tx][e˜s] (B.8)
At the post matching section node, the input signal voltage vector to the
LNAs is given by
[v˜s
′] = [v˜s] + [e˜s] + j[X1d ][Y ][v˜s]
=
[
[I] +
[
[I] + j[X1d ][Y ]
]
[Tx]
]
[e˜s]
= [Tx
′][e˜s] (B.9)
B.2 Noise Transformation Matrices
Series-Shunt Stub Matching Network The circuit diagram for the re-
ceiver model if a Series-Shunt matching network is used is shown in ﬁgure
B.1.
Figure B.1: Channel m of receiver with noisy source and Series-Shunt match
Similarly than in section 3.1.2, the Series-Shunt auxiliary equations B.10
are used to determine the noise voltage at the post matching node as shown,
with jX1m the reactance of the series stub, jX2m the reactance of the shunt
stub and jB1m and jB2m their respective corresponding susceptances.
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inm
′ = inm − Yinamenm − Yinamvnm ′ (B.10a)
=
N∑
k=1
ymk(vnk+ enohmick +enextk ) + jB2mvnm
′ (B.10b)
vnm
′ = vampnm − enm (B.10c)
inm = inm
′ − jB2mvnm ′ (B.10d)
After rewriting the auxiliary equations into matrix form and manipulation,
the post matching node noise voltage can be written as
[v˜n
′] =
[
j[Y ][X1d ]
[
[Yinad ]+j[B2d ]+j[B1d ]
]
+j[B2d ]+[yinad ]
]−1[
[I]+j[Y ][X1d ]
]
[ ˜in−yinaen]−
[
j[Y ][X1d ]
[
[Yinad ]+j[B2d ]+j[B1d ]
]
+j[B2d ]+[Yinad ]
]−1
[Y ][
[e˜nohmic ]+[e˜next ]
]
= [Tz
′][˜ix] + [Ts′]
[
[e˜nohmic ]+[e˜next ]
]
(B.11)
The noise voltage correlation matrix at the post matching node can be
determined as in equation 3.19, substituting [Tz
′] and [Ts′] for [Tz] and [Ts].
The noise voltage at the source ports can be calculated by equation B.12 with
[Z] the array impedance parameter matrix.
[v˜n] = −[Z]
[
[Yinad ] + j[B2d ]
]
[v˜n
′] + [Z][˜ix]−
[
[e˜nohmic ]+[e˜next ]
]
= [Z]
[
[I]−[[Yinad ]+j[B2d ]][Tz ′]][˜ix]−[[Z][[Yinad ]+j[B2d ]][Ts′]+[I]][
[e˜nohmic ]+[e˜next ]
]
= [Tz][˜ix] + [Ts]
[
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
(B.12)
Shunt-Series Stub Matching Network The circuit diagram for the re-
ceiver model if a Shunt-Series matching network is used is shown in ﬁgure
B.2.
Figure B.2: Channel m of receiver with noisy source and Shunt-Series match
The auxiliary equations for the Shunt-Series case to determine the noise
voltage at the post matching node are as shown in equations B.13, with jX1m
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the reactance of the shunt stub, jX2m the reactance of the series stub and
jB1m and jB2m their respective corresponding susceptances.
inm
′ = inm − Yinamenm − Yinamvnm ′ (B.13a)
=
N∑
k=1
ymk(vnk+ enohmick + enextk ) + jB1mvnm (B.13b)
vnm
′ = vampnm − enm (B.13c)
inm = inm
′ − jB1mvnm (B.13d)
The auxiliary equations can be rewritten into matrix form and manipulated
to solve simultaneously the noise voltages.
[v˜n
′] =
[[
[Y ]+j[B1d ]
][
[I]+j[X2d ][Yinad ]
]
+[Yinad ]
]−1[
[I]+
[
[Y ]+j[B1d ]
]
j[X2d ]
]
[ ˜in−yinaen]−
[[
[Y ]+j[B1d ]
][
[I]+j[X2d ][Yinad ]
]
+[Yinad ]
]−1
[Y ][
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
= [Tz
′][˜ix] + [Ts′]
[
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
(B.14)
The noise correlation matrix can be determined according to equation 3.19,
substituting [Tz
′] and [Ts′] for [Tz] and [Ts]. The noise voltages at the source
ports are given by
[v˜n] = −
[
[Y ]+j[B1d ]
]−1
[yinad ][v˜n
′]+
[
[Y ]+j[B1d ]
]−1
[˜ix]
− [[Y ]+j[B1d ]]−1[Y ][[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]]
=
[
[Y ]+j[B1d ]
]−1[
[I]−[yinad ][Tz ′]
]
[˜ix]−
[
[Y ]+j[B1d ]
]−1[
[Y ]+[yinad ][Ts
′]
][
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
= [Tz][˜ix] + [Ts]
[
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
(B.15)
Single-Series Stub Matching Network The circuit diagram for the re-
ceiver model if a Single-Series matching network is used is shown in ﬁgure
B.3.
Figure B.3: Channel m of receiver with noisy source and Single-Series match
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The auxiliary equations for the Single-Series case to determine the noise
voltage at the post matching node are as shown in equations B.16, with jX1m
the reactance of the series stub and jB1m its corresponding susceptances.
inm = inm − Yinamenm − Yinamvnm ′ (B.16a)
=
N∑
k=1
ymk(vnk+ enohmick + enextk ) (B.16b)
vnm
′ = vampnm − enm (B.16c)
vnm = Vnm
′ − jX1minm (B.16d)
The auxiliary equations can be rewritten into matrix form and manipulated
to solve simultaneously the noise voltages.
[v˜n
′] =
[
[Y ]
[
j[X1d ][Yinad ] + [I]
]
+ [Yinad ]
]−1[
[I]+j[Y ][X1d ]
]
[ ˜in−yinaen]
−
[
[Y ]
[
j[X1d ][Yinad ] + [I]
]
+ [Yinad ]
]−1
[Y ]
[
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
= [Tz
′][˜ix] + [Ts′]
[
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
(B.17)
The noise correlation matrix can be determined according to equation 3.19,
substituting [Tz
′] and [Ts′] for [Tz] and [Ts]. The noise voltages at the source
ports are given by
[v˜n] = −[Z][Yinad ][v˜n′] + [Z][˜ix]−
[
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
= [Z]
[
[I]− [Yinad ][Tz ′]
]
[˜ix]−
[
[Z][Yinad ][Ts
′]+[I]
][
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
= [Tz][˜ix] + [Ts]
[
[e˜nohmic ] + [e˜next ]
]
(B.18)
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Appendix C
Example of Recursive Averaging
to Illustrate Workings and
Properties of Algorithm
Let A be the unsorted set of N = 7 complex impedances
A = [a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7]
The possible values that the level of the recursive averaging can take are then
given by
Lrec ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3]
After sorting A in ascending order, let us assume that the sorted set B is given
by
B = [a2, a7, a1, a4, a3, a5, a6]
For each value that Lrec can take, with the set not being resorted between
recursive levels, the recursive average impedance can then be calculated as
follows:
Lrec = 0 :
Aavgrecursive =
a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 + a5 + a6 + a7
7
Lrec = 1 :
B′ =
[a2 + a6
2
,
a5 + a7
2
,
a1 + a3
2
, a4
]
Aavgrecursive =
1
4
4∑
n=1
b′n
=
a1 + a2 + a3 + a5 + a6 + a7
8
+
a4
4
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Lrec = 2 :
B′′ =
[ a2+a6
2
+ a4
2
,
a5+a7
2
+ a1+a3
2
2
]
Aavgrecursive =
1
2
2∑
n=1
b′′n
=
a1 + a2 + a3 + a5 + a6 + a7
8
+
a4
4
Lrec = 3 :
B′′′ =
[a1 + a2 + a3 + a5 + a6 + a7
8
+
a4
4
]
Aavgrecursive =
1
1
1∑
n=1
b′′′n
=
a1 + a2 + a3 + a5 + a6 + a7
8
+
a4
4
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Appendix D
Proof of Total Active Reﬂection
Coeﬃcient Magnitude
Let the total active reﬂection coeﬃcient of an N -port array, [50], be deﬁned as
Γacttot =
√√√√√√√√√
N∑
i=1
|bi|2
N∑
i=1
|ai|2
(D.1)
Where ˜[b] = [S] ˜[a]. The total active reﬂection coeﬃcient relates the total
power going into each port of the multiport array with the power reﬂected out
of each port. The total active reﬂection coeﬃcient is a real number between 0
and 1, corresponding to no reﬂected power at 0 and total reﬂected power at 1.
Using bm =
N∑
i=1
smiai, it can then be seen that
|Γacttot|2 =
N∑
m=1
|bm|2
N∑
k=1
|ak|2
=
N∑
m=1
∣∣∣ N∑
i=1
smiai
∣∣∣2
N∑
k=1
|ak|2
122
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Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, [51], the numerator can then be rewrit-
ten and the equality becomes an inequality.
|Γacttot|2 ≤
N∑
m=1
( N∑
n=1
|smn|2
N∑
k=1
|ak|2
)
N∑
k=1
|ak|2
≤
N∑
k=1
|ak|2
( N∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
|smn|2
)
N∑
k=1
|ak|2
≤
N∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
|smn|2 (D.2)
For a lossless, reciprocal system, smn = s
∗
nm so that the passivity condition
[I]− [S][S]† = 0 becomes
N∑
n=1
|smn|2 = 1
Substituting into equation D.2 then leads to the form
|Γacttot|2 ≤ N (D.3)
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Maximum and Minimum Output
SNR per Criteria Plots
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